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Abstract
This project investigates the task of conditional image generation from

misaligned sources, with an example application in the context of con-

tent creation for the fashion industry.

The problem of spatial misalignment between images is identified, the

related literature is discussed, and different approaches are introduced

to address it. In particular, several non-linear differentiable morph-

ing modules are designed and integrated in current architectures for

image-to-image translation.

The proposed method for conditional image generation is applied on

a clothes swapping task, using a real-world dataset of fashion images

provided by Zalando. In comparison to previous methods for clothes

swapping and virtual try-on, the result achieved with our method are

of high visual quality and achieve precise reconstruction of the details

of the garments.

Sammanfattning
Detta projekt undersöker villkorad bildgenerering från förskjutna bild-

källor, med ett tillämpat exempel inom innehållsskapande för modebran-

schen.

Problemet med rumslig förskjutning mellan bilder identifieras var-

på relaterad litteratur diskuteras. Därefter introduceras olika tillväga-

gångssätt för att lösa problemet. Projektet fokuserar i synnerhet på ic-

kelinjära, differentierbara morphing-moduler vilka designas och inte-

greras i befintlig arkitektur för bild-till-bild-översättning.

Den föreslagna metoden för villkorlig bildgenerering tillämpas på en

uppgift för klädbyte, med hjälp av ett verklighets-baserat dataset av

mode-bilder från Zalando. I jämförelse med tidigare modeller för kläd-

byte och virtuell provning har resultaten från vår metod hög visuell

kvalité och uppnår exakt återuppbyggnad av klädernas detaljer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Clothes swapping results automatically generated with our method,

from left to right: human model, target article, generated result.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Context

The fashion industry is dominated by visual content - after all its pri-

mary concern is one’s personal appearance and image.

To satisfy the needs of an ever-changing market, successful com-

panies in this business need to incorporate modern practices in their

strategy planning and technological stack. For example, thanks to the

boom of digital technologies and the widespread adoption of mobile

devices, the shopping experience evolved from requiring one’s physi-

cal presence to a quasi-virtual activity.

If the first shift in consumption models can be said to have hap-

pened during the internet revolution, a second wave of innovation is

taking place right now, thanks to an explosion of interest in the field of

Artificial Intelligence. Similar to many other retail industries, the fash-

ion business is now starting to leverage Machine Learning techniques

in its activities. Without any claim of being exhaustive, we see exam-

ples in the research literature of: visual search applications [20], per-

sonalized outfit recommendation [49], automatic extraction of fashion

attributes [4], conditional and attribute-based generation of garments

[62], texture generation [25], content creation, clothes swapping and

virtual-try-on applications[14, 24].

1.2 Project introduction

In general terms, we can define virtual try-on or clothes swapping as the

task of generating the image of a human model wearing a fashion ar-

ticle, given the physical features of the source human and an image of

the target article for conditioning. The benefits of photorealistic clothes

swapping and virtual-try-on applications are twofold.

From the commercial side, fashion companies feel the need to con-

stantly update and expand their portfolio of collections, to better cap-

ture the demands of their customers. Additionally, the advent of the

digital economy and online retail models have pushed this industry

towards accelerated cycles of design, production, marketing and sales.

To support the extreme scale at which they work, these companies

need to strive for the highest efficiency when it comes to producing vi-

sual material for their campaigns. As noted by Jetchev and Bergmann

[24], the acquisition of images of stand-alone articles is comparatively
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faster and cheaper than organizing photoshoot sessions involving hu-

man models. In this spirit, it would be beneficial to reuse the images of

human models and digitally dress them in the new articles as they ar-

rive. The currently available solutions 1 for content creation are based

on heavily engineered image manipulation pipelines: first, the articles

are scanned with photogrammetry techniques, then the garments are

applied to the bodies of digital mannequins .

On the customer side, the virtually-infinite offer and the opportu-

nity to shop from everywhere is obviating the shopping model where

customers have to physically try the articles on before making a pur-

chase. In this context, the possibility to estimate how an article would

fit on a person would enable much faster interactions between the cus-

tomers and the merchants, at the same time reducing the monetary

and environmental costs related to returned purchases.

These reasons motivated the recent interest in virtual try-on ap-

plications, that is expressed through research papers [14, 24] as well

as industrial patents [9]. Drawing from the research on computer vi-

sion, image-to-image translation and generative adversarial networks,

these projects were able to achieve impressive results. Yet, many issues

remain with the quality of the generated images.

Of particular relevance to this project is the perspective given by

Han et al. [14] on virtual try-on. Rather than framing it as a generative

process with an unknown objective, they outline it as an image in-

painting problem. In other words, given the image of a human model

with missing information in the area corresponding to the upper body

garment, they train a network to fill in the void using another article

to condition the process. In doing so, they can use masked versions of

regular photos for supervised training and later evaluate their model

on unmatched pairs of articles and humans.

1.3 Research question

This project aims at improving the quality of machine-generated fash-

ion images by exploring novel network architectures, as well as novel

concepts such as differentiable morphing operations necessary to geo-

metrically align multiple image sources.

The information alignment problem in conditional image genera-

1To our knowledge, Looklet and Allure Systems are active companies in this field

http://www.looklet.com/
http://www.alluresystems.com/
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tion tasks is addressed with the inclusion of carefully designed morph-

ing operations inside the network. In contrast to previous approaches

that employ precomputed and/or handcrafted transformations, we

study a free-form differentiable morphing module, that is able to tar-

get non-rigid deformations and can be learned together with the rest

of the network.

For the generative aspect of the project, particular attention is given

to feature reuse and parameter efficiency, with the choice of densely

connected networks over other widely used architectures such as U-

Net[48].

1.4 Scope

This project focuses on the characterization and implementation of

morphing operations, to address the issues of information misalign-

ment inside convolutional neural networks. We apply the studied

methods to a clothes swapping task, modeled as a conditional im-

age generation problem. Although adversarial methods are popular

in the context of generative tasks, we restrict the scope of this project

to supervised methods, therefore facilitating the learning of morphing

operations.

Despite the exciting developments in the field of deep learning for

3D modeling, we limit the scope of this project to 2D images, which

is the area of expertise of the Advanced Image Manipulation team at

Zalando Research where this project is carried out.

1.5 Thesis outline

The rest of the document is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 introduces concepts related to deep neural networks and

their training. The main reference papers for virtual try-on are then

discussed and compared. Furthermore, we discuss the current chal-

lenges in image-to-image translation, introducing the concept of infor-

mation alignment and in-network spatial transformations.

In chapter 3 we present the fashion dataset used for this project and

the various operations needed to prepare it, namely keypoint extrac-

tion and semantic segmentation.
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Chapter 4 contains a description of various learning models for

morphing operations, a discussion on where such transformations should

be placed inside the network and a description of the full architecture

used for the clothes swapping task.

In chapter 5 we illustrate the results of our experiments on the ef-

fects of several hyperparameters and architectural choices. A more in-

depth commentary on those results is carried out in chapter 6, together

with a comparison to other methods.

Finally, chapter 7 offers an overview of the project, some final re-

marks, and further ideas that are worth exploring.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, we introduce important deep learning concepts that

will be used throughout this report, starting from the building blocks

of convolutional neural networks, their application to image-to-image

translation and generative tasks. We then summarize the relevant lit-

erature on virtual try-on, comparing the two papers that, to the best

of our knowledge, achieve the most impressive results on the clothes

swapping task. Finally, we introduce the problem of misalignment be-

tween sources and target in convolutional architectures and two pos-

sible approaches to address it.

2.1 Deep Learning for Computer Vision

Artificial Neural Networks are computational models loosely inspired

by the connectivity patterns that are found in the brains of biologi-

cal organisms. Their popularity in the field of Machine Learning has

grown exponentially in the last decade, following their success in com-

puter vision, statistics, forecasting, pattern recognition etc.

Despite being a purely mathematical concept, the terminology used

to describe such systems borrows from the field of Neuroscience, hence

words such as neurons or receptive field are often used in the literature.

Artificial Neuron An artificial neuron is a mathematical abstraction

over its biological counterparts. In both systems, we identify: a set of

inputs, an aggregation operation, an activation function, and one or

more outputs (figure 2.1).

6
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Figure 2.1: Artificial Neuron.

Given an input vector x ∈ R
N , a set of weights w ∈ R

N+1, an

artificial neuron realizes the following function:

y = f(x,w) = f

(
N∑

i=1

wi xi + w0

)

The result can be seen as a linear combination of the input and the

internal weights of the neuron, processed through an activation func-

tion, that provides the neuron with non-linear behavior. The initial

proposal for such activation function was a non-differentiable thresh-

old function [42], but, in combination with the backpropagation al-

gorithm, differentiable functions gained popularity. Nowadays, com-

monly used activation functions are the sigmoid, the hyperbolic tan-

gent (tanh) and the rectified linear unit (ReLU):

sigmoid(x) =
1

1 + e−x
, tanh(x) =

e2x − 1

e2z + 1
, ReLU(x) = max(x, 0)

Feedforward Neural Networks A feedforward neural network, or

multi-layer perceptron, is the natural extension of the previous con-

cept to systems composed of multiple neurons in sequence. If the con-

nectivity patterns are linear and regular, the units of a network can be

grouped together into layers and their weights stacked together in a

weight matrix W and bias vector b.

Layers are groups of neurons sharing the same inputs, depending

on their location in the network we identify them as input layers, hidden

layers and output layers.
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Figure 2.2: Feedforward Neural Network (adapted from WikiMedia).

The input vectors that flow through these layers undergo multi-

ple functional transformations. The following equations describe the

functional transformations that an input vector x undergoes when

flowing through the fully connected layers of a network of depth L.

x
0 = x x

ℓ = f(W ℓ−1
x+ b) for ℓ = 1 . . . L

Training The Universal Approximation Theorem states that any func-

tion can be approximated by a neural network with at least one hidden

layer and non-linear activation functions [18]. This property makes the

artificial neural network a powerful system for representing any kind

of mapping function from an input domain X to an output domain Y .

f(x,ω) : X → Y

Of course, such capability would be of no use without a way of

determining the right set of weights ω that realizes the desired func-

tion. The learning process that allows us to estimate the weights of a

neural network is called training. The literature is rich of algorithmic

approaches to training, in the scope of this project, however, we are

going to focus on gradient descent only.

Gradient descent is an iterative algorithm that makes use of a dif-

ferentiable objective function, or loss, L to estimate the approximation

error between the function parametrized by ωt and the desired map-

ping. Thanks to the backpropagation algorithm (chain rule of deriva-

tives), it is possible to efficiently compute the gradient of the loss func-

tion w.r.t. every weight in the netowork. At every step of gradient

descent, the weights are updated to minimize L, using the local gradi-

ent information:

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Multi-Layer_Neural_Network-Vector-Blank.svg
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ω
t+1 ← ω

t + ǫ
δL

δωt

The learning rate ǫ is a constant used to control the magnitude of

the update and allow the algorithm to find a good local minimum

of the loss. Using gradient descent, or more complex optimization

strategies, neural networks can be trained to approximate any func-

tion. However, this theoretical statement is often hindered by the high

dimensionality of the parameter space and the complexity of the loss

landscape.

Convolutional Neural Networks Images can be easily represented

using multi-dimensional matrices I ∈ R
C×H×W with C representing

the number of channels, and H and W representing height and width

of the image, making them suitable for mathematical manipulation.

Tasks such as classification, object localization, optical flow estimation

etc. can be framed as functions that map a set of images to a target set,

and therefore tackled with neural networks.

Training fully connected networks on image data, however, can

prove challenging and time consuming due to the high number of

parameters that such networks require. Convolutional Neural Net-

works (CNN) are introduced to address this issue, exploiting the spa-

tial structure of the input data and the idea that relevant information

can be computed from local patches of an image rather than from ev-

ery pixel of it.

Convolutional layers are represented by a set of filters K ∈ R
C×h×w

that are applied to the input I ∈ R
C×W×H by means of convolution.

Such filters are usually of small spatial extent, e.g. h = w = 3, drasti-

cally reducing the number of parameters required for their represen-

tation. Through the convolutional operation, each filter is slid over

the image, extracting features on a small neighborhood of pixels at

the time, and eventually producing a feature map of similar size as the

input. As a whole, the feature maps computed by the convolutional

filters are referred to as feature volumes.

Pooling layers are used to reduce the spatial extent of the extracted

feature volumes and introduce a certain level of invariance to shifts in

the input. A pooling layer subdivides the input in small patches, e.g.

in 2×2 non-overlapping regions, and performs a pooling operation on

each. Pooling operations "summarize" the content of a patch, e.g. by
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taking the maximum or the average of their values.

Computer vision applications CNNs are ideal to process data with

an inherent spatial structure, where low-level features can be extracted

from local information and progressively aggregated to build higher-

level features.

In 1990, LeCun et al. [33] pioneered the use of convolutional opera-

tions for computer vision tasks, introducing the LeNet architecture for

handwritten digit classification.

Figure 2.3: Overview of LeNet-5, one of the first famous architectures

for CNNs (adapted from [33]).

In the early 2010’s, AlexNet [30], a deeper convolutional architec-

ture, proved extremely successful in the ImageNet ILSVRC image clas-

sification challenge.

Shortly after, the GoogLeNet, VGG and ResNet models [53, 51, 15]

further improved the performances of CNNs on the ILSVRC challenge,

ultimately proving the effectiveness of convolutional architectures for

image classification tasks.

2.2 Image-to-image translation

Following their success on image classification, convolutional neural

networks have been applied to many other computer vision tasks. Of

particular interest for this project are image-to-image translation tasks,

that contain as particular cases the tasks of conditional image inpaint-

ing and clothes swapping.

Image-to-image translation is a broad term that encompasses many

vision problems where the input source and the desired output are

in image form. Some notable examples from the literature are: style
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transfer [10], image inpainting [60] and conditional image generation

[21]. Semantic segmentation can also be classified as an image-to-

image translation task, noticing that the output shares the same spatial

structure of the input image, as is the case with natural images [39] and

medical images[48].

In the following sections, we cover a few of the many architectures,

training algorithms, concepts, etc. that have been proposed in the con-

text of image-to-image translation. We limit the exposition to what we

consider relevant for this project, focusing on the strengths and weak-

nesses of each approach in the context of clothes swapping.

2.2.1 Encoder-Decoder architecture

Encoder-decoder architectures are commonly used for these tasks. Con-

ceptually, these networks can be split in two stages (figure 2.4). The

first part, the encoder, receives as input the original image and, through

a sequence of convolutional and pooling layers, extracts features at dif-

ferent scales and compresses the information into a lower-dimensional

representation. The second part, the decoder, operates on this lower

dimensional representation and produces the final image using trans-

posed convolution or upsampling steps. The use of convolutional lay-

ers only, as opposed to including fully connected layers, allows this

architecture to process images of any size and produce an output that

always matches the spatial resolution of the input [39].

The major drawback with this family of architectures, usually re-

ferred to as information bottleneck, is related to its hourglass shape. Close

to the input of the network, the feature volumes are wider and shal-

lower (channel-wise) and they get narrower and deeper as they pro-

ceed through the encoder. Then the inverse process takes place inside

the decoder, with the feature volumes getting wider and shallower as

they approach the output layer. In the literature, it has been proved

that features at every scale contribute to vision-related tasks [36, 46].

Although it is theoretically possible to compress all the necessary in-

formation at the bottleneck of the network, it would require very deep

convolutional layers. These would in turn severely slow down the

training process, due to the increased number of parameters and the

long backpropagation dependencies.
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C = Convolution D = Downsampling B = Bottleneck U = Upsampling

Figure 2.4: General encoder-decoder architecture.

2.2.2 U-Net

Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox [48] advance a clever solution to this is-

sue in the form of the U-Net architecture and the concept of skip connec-

tions. This name indicates shortcut connections between every layer of

the encoder and the corresponding layer of the decoder (figure 2.5).

At every scale, the extracted features are able to directly influence the

reconstruction process at the same scale. Furthermore, this connec-

tivity pattern improves the training process of very deep networks,

as the gradients from the decoder can propagate back to the decoder

through a much more straightforward path. In the original paper, a

U-Net was used to achieve state-of-the-art accuracy on medical image

segmentation, afterwards, the same concept was successfully exported

to several other contexts.

Figure 2.5: U-Net architecture.

2.2.3 Dense connectivity patterns

U-Nets demonstrated how long-range connections can improve the in-

formation flow inside the network, delivering the right information at
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the right location. Within a shorter range, it is also possible to de-

vise connectivity patterns that encourage feature reuse and improve

parameter efficiency.

Huang, Liu, and Weinberger [19] introduced a dense connectiv-

ity scheme between the convolutional layers that operate at the same

scale. Inside these groups of layers, or dense blocks (DB), the output of

each layer is concatenated to its input and fed to the following layer,

to maximize feature reuse and improve the information flow (figure

2.6). With DenseNet, the authors were able to improve the classifica-

tion performances on widely adopted benchmarks while also reducing

the number of parameters and the inference time.

Figure 2.6: A 5-layer dense block with a growth rate of 4, each layer

taking all preceding feature volumes as input (adapted from [19]).

Jégou et al. [23] port the concept of dense blocks to fully convolu-

tional networks and U-Net architectures. Their FCDenseNet architec-

ture improves the state-of-the-art in semantic segmentation and, at the

same time, reduces the number of parameters w.r.t. networks with a

similar layer count. An overview of the architecture is presented in

figure 2.7.
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(a) Overview of FCDenseNet (b) A dense block with 4 layers

Figure 2.7: Adapted from FCDenseNet [23].

Dense blocks are characterized by two parameters: the number of

layers ℓ and its growth rate k. Each layer of a dense block sequen-

tially applies batch normalization, ReLU, convolution and dropout.

All convolution operations employ k kernels of size 3×3, with sym-

metric padding of 1 to maintain the same height and width inside a

block.

The first layer of a block is fed with the block input x ∈ R
C×H×W

and produces k feature maps. Each subsequent layer is fed with the

concatenation of the input and output volumes of the previous layer,

again producing k feature maps each. The output of the block is given

by the concatenation of the ℓ outputs of its layers, resulting in a feature

volume with the same spatial resolution of the input and k ·ℓ channels.

In the encoding path up and the bottleneck of the network, the

input of each block is also concatenated to the output, resulting in a

(k ℓ + C) × H ×W volume. Whereas, for the blocks of the decoding

path, only the outputs of their internal layers are concatenated to form

the input, resulting in k ℓ channels.

The transition down (TD) and transition up (TU) layers serve the pur-

pose of downscaling and upscaling the feature volumes in the encod-

ing and decoding paths respectively. They realize this through pooling

and transposed convolution operations (refer to table 2.1 and the orig-

inal paper for further details).
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Transition Down (TD)

Batch Normalization

ReLU

1× 1 Convolution

Dropout p = 0.2

2× 2 Max Pooling

Transition Up (TU)

3× 3 Transposed Convolution

stride = 2

Table 2.1: Transition Down (TD) and Transition Up (TU) layers

(adapted from [23]).

2.2.4 Pix2pix

Thanks to its flexibility, the field of application of U-Nets is not limited

to semantic segmentation, but can be easily adapted to any image-

to-image translation task. Isola et al. [21] use a CNN with skip con-

nections as the generator of a Generative Adversarial Network [11]

and applied their pix2pix architecture to a wide spectrum of image-to-

image translation tasks.

With their work, the authors established a framework for condi-

tional image generation, where an image is used as the conditioning

source for the output image. Notably, they translated cartographic

maps to satellite pictures, sketches to images, semantic maps to street

and city scenes etc. and vice versa (figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8: Examples from pix2pix [21]: aerial photo to map, sketch to

shoe, street image to segmentation map.

2.2.5 The information alignment problem

U-Nets, and in general any architecture with skip connections, can be

adapted to work with more than one source to build a more complex

system. As long as all the inputs share a common spatial representa-

tion, it is possible to simply concatenate channel-wise multiple sources
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and leverage the convolutional operations in the network to extract re-

lationships between them.

It is possible, for instance, to fuse the RGB information from a reg-

ular camera with other bands of the light spectrum to identify objects

from aerial views [44], or stack MRI images obtained with different

scanning modalities to improve 3D brain segmentation [55].

These examples rely on the spatial alignment of the features to

be concatenated. Without a correct alignment between the different

sources, the skip connections would not be beneficial to the network.

The issue with misaligned sources is twofold and arises both in the

encoder alone and in the skip connections.

Misalignment issues for the encoder

The very first layers of a CNN have rather small receptive fields, i.e.

the image patches whose values are used to compute the output of a

neuron are relatively small with respect to the whole image. Clearly,

this is not an issue for applications with a single source of information:

the first layers will extract features at a small scale that will then be

aggregated by layers further down to produce more global features.

However, when misaligned sources are stacked together, the first

layers fail to aggregate features across all input channels, reducing

the representational power of the network. In this situation, only the

deeper layers have a receptive field that is global enough to exploit

features at different spatial locations (figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9: Source misalignment within the receptive field of a neuron:

the convolutional kernel operating on the receptive field in red is not

able to correlate features from semantically corresponding regions of

the article and the person.

Misalignment issues for the skip connections

The aforementioned issue affects all CNNs whose inputs are not aligned.

In the particular case of U-Nets and similar architectures, the same

problem arises again in the decoder. To better understand how mis-

alignment affects the second stage of a U-Net, let’s consider two layers

at corresponding positions in the encoder and the decoder. Between

these two, there are only two paths the information can flow through:

one that goes through the lower layers of the network, and the second

being the skip connection (figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10: The two paths between corresponding layers of a U-Net:

the skip connection realizes an identity mapping that preserves the

activations and their spatial locations, while the path through the bot-

tleneck realizes a mapping that is both non-linear and global.

The path through the deeper layers acts as a complex non-linear

function of the encoder’s features. Thanks to pooling, convolutional

and upsampling layers, this function can act globally on all (or part of)

the spatial locations of the input.

The skip connection, instead, realizes an identity mapping that pre-

serves both the feature activations and their spatial location.

On the decoder side, these two inputs will be combined together

by means of convolution, which again, operates on a local neighbor-

hood. Therefore, for the copied information to be relevant, it has to be

located where needed, i.e. it has to be aligned with the target image al-

ready before the skip connection. If this was not the case, the decoder

would not be able to exploit the features from the skip connections

and it would be forced to pass all the required information through

the bottleneck only, effectively degenerating into an encoder-decoder

architecture.

2.3 Virtual try-on approaches

Clothes swapping, or virtual try-on, has been recently considered by

independent research groups, under different perspectives and ap-

proaches. CAGAN [24] proposes an unsupervised method for condi-
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tional image-to-image translation, bringing together ideas from pix2pix

[21] and CycleGAN [61]. VITON [14] frames the problem as an image

inpainting task and trains a two-stage network in a supervised fash-

ion. Here follows an in-depth description of the two approaches, as

well as their pros and cons, and a comparison between the two.

2.3.1 CAGAN

In CAGAN, the clothes swapping problem is framed as an image anal-

ogy task, and addressed using a generative adversarial network [11]

with cycle consistency [61].

(a) Adversarial game between the

generator and the discriminator: G

tries to produce convincing image of

humans wearing the conditioning ar-

ticles, while D tries to determine the

realness and correctness of human-

article pairs.

(b) Cycle consistency: enforcing the

idea that removing a clothing item

from a person and then putting it

back on should result little or no

change w.r.t. the staring image.

Figure 2.11: CAGAN architecture (adapted from [24]).

In their setting, the generator G is given the image of a human hi

and the images of two articles, ai being the one initially worn by the

model and aj being a new article to be swapped on. The images are

drawn from their corresponding real distributions ph for the human

models and pa for the articles, with two matching subscripts indicating

the presence of the same article.
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The output of the generator is the image h̃j ∼ pG, depicting the

initial human wearing aj :

h̃j = G(hi,ai,aj, z) with z ∼ N (0, 1)

Note, how the need for ai at inference time renders this network

not suited for try-at-home scenarios, where the article worn by the cus-

tomer is usually unknown. Still, the work is relevant for content cre-

ation applications in a controlled business environment.

Since a ground truth image for h̃j is not present in the training set,

it is not possible to train G with a supervised signal. A conditional

discriminator D(h,a) is therefore trained to evaluate pairs of article-

human images and:

X accept the real (hi,ai) with hi ∼ ph,ai ∼ pa

× reject the generated (h̃i, ai) with h̃i ∼ pG,ai ∼ pa

× reject the mismatched (hi,aj 6=i) with hi ∼ ph,ai 6=j ∼ pa

During the joint training process both networks benefit from each

other: the gradients from the discriminator guide the generator to pro-

duce better quality images, while the newly generated images consti-

tute negative samples for the discriminator. The process terminates

when a point of equilibrium is found, with G generating images suf-

ficiently photorealistic that the discriminator is not able to tell the real

pairs from the fake ones.

In addition to the adversarial game, CAGAN leverages a concept

introduced by [61]. Intuitively, a clothes swapping network should

produce cycle-consistent outputs, i.e. it swapping ai back on h̃j should

produce a result similar to the starting image:

G
(

G(hi,ai,aj)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

h̃j

,aj,ai

)

=̃hi

The authors manage to overcome the difficulties associated with

adversarial training and produce images at a 128×96 pixel resolution.

The network performs well on simple clothes, transferring the over-

all shape and color from the conditioning image to the target human.

However, high-frequency details such as textures, letters and logos are
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not correctly reconstructed on the target body. See figure 2.12 for ex-

amples of such behaviors.

The new color is transferred, but the waistline resembles the original.

The new color is transferred, but a pattern is retained from the original.

High-frequency details from the conditioning image appear distorted.

Figure 2.12: Examples from CAGAN, from left to right: original article,

original model, generated image and conditioning article (128×96).

As in pix2pix, the generator in CAGAN is realized with a U-Net

and thanks to the presence of skip connections it should be able to

preserve details appearing at even the smallest scale. However, the

initial misalignment between the article and the human model inhibits

the power of skip connections, preventing the encoded features from

reaching the correct location in the decoder. With only the mapping

through the bottleneck left as a viable information path, the network

is forced to neglect high-level features from the article, resulting in loss

of details.

2.3.2 VITON

In VITON, Han et al. [14] frame the virtual try-on problem as an im-

age inpainting task. Specifically, they study how to reconstruct the
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image of a human model from a clothing-agnostic representation of

the person and the warped image of the conditioning article. In doing

this, they are able to leverage paired images of article and models for

supervised training and later transfer the learned system to work on

unpaired sources.

(a) The two stages of the VITON ar-

chitecture: the network at the top pro-

duces a coarse result that is then re-

fined thought the network at the bot-

tom.

(b) Clothing-agnostic representation

of a person: only facial features, body

shape and joint locations are pre-

served.

Figure 2.13: Adapted from VITON [14].

The VITON architecture is divided in two stages: a coarse encoder-

decoder stage and a refinement stage (figure 2.13a), separated by a

non-differentiable warping component.

The first stage receives a clothing-agnostic representation of a per-

son and a catalog image of the conditioning article, and produces a

coarse estimate of the target image. As seen in figure 2.13b, the clothing-

agnostic representation contains the pose information (skeleton key-

points), body shape (segmentation mask) and visual features for face

and hair of the source human.

Predictably, this first network is not able to reconstruct the fine-

grained details of the article, but its coarse output can be effectively

used as input for the refinement stage. As a secondary output, the net-

work produces a segmentation mask of the worn article, that is used to

align the catalog image to the body of the person before the refinement

stage.
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Between the two stages, a warping module takes care of morphing

the article image on the body of the person, so that the two sources are

spatially aligned when entering the refinement stage. The warping is

computed using a thin-plate spline (TPS) transformation over the seg-

mentation masks of the catalog image and the coarse image, matched

using shape context descriptors (more in section 4.2.1).

Upon receiving the coarse result and the warped clothing, the re-

finement network is able to generate a final image by directly copying

the high-frequency details from the warped article onto the intermedi-

ate result.

The images are generated at a 256×192 resolution, in the correct

shape, and with details from the conditioning article appearing sharp

and correctly placed. Some minor artifacts are noticeable, for example,

the lower body garment changing color, and the presence of the t-shirt

label in the neckline. These issues have been recently addressed using

a more precise segmentation technique in an extended version of the

paper by same the authors.

Figure 2.14: Examples from VITON, from left to right: human source,

conditioning article, generated image (256×192).

The method used to compute the warping does not require specific

information about the two shapes that it is trying to match, e.g. match-

ing features or keypoints, but only their segmentation masks. On the

one hand, the generality of shape context matching is to be appreci-
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ated. On the other hand, we should note that a 2D silhouette represen-

tation is often not enough to represent the complex 3D transformation

that articles are subjected to when worn.

From the failure cases reported in the paper, it is clear that a more

detail-rich representation is needed to model the complex morphing

of an article. In fact, due to self-occlusion and reveals, parts of an ar-

ticle can be covered and others appear while preserving the same 2D

silhouette. (figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15: Failure case of VITON due to an ambiguous silhouette:

the model is posing with both arms bent in front of the body and the

resulting silhouette does not provide enough information for the TPS

warp to align the article correctly.

2.3.3 Comparison

The results obtained in VITON are far more detailed than the ones

from CAGAN, not to mention the doubling in image resolution. This

increase in quality is a consequence of architectural and domain choices

that trade off generality of the method for quality of the result. For a

fair comparison and to further improve on their work, the following

differences should be noted.

Generality of the solution

CAGAN applies a commonly used image-to-image translation frame-

work trying to make as few assumptions as possible about the spe-

cific context of application, specifically, only the cycle-consistency con-

straint is enforced. On the other hand, VITON enriches the input

sources with domain-specific knowledge, namely the pose keypoints

and body shape information, inevitably reducing the field of applica-

bility of their method.
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In the context of this project, focused on virtual try-on applications,

we will follow the VITON strategy, exploiting our knowledge of the

data and its underlying features.

Dataset variability

In terms of dataset, CAGAN employs 15,000 image pairs depicting a

wide variety of pullover and hoodies worn by both male and female

models. The VITON dataset is of similar size, 16,253 pairs to be precise,

but shows more limited variability, as it only focuses on female top

garments.

For this project, we will use a larger dataset, that encompasses

models from both sexes and a broader variety of upper-body garments,

including t-shirts, hoodies, pullovers, zippers, cardigans etc.

Alignment and training

CAGAN employs an adversarial method for training, without labeled

ground truth data. This, of course, makes their solution more general,

but affects the training process due to less informative gradients and

generator-discriminator instabilities. Also, as previously noted, the U-

Net generator suffers from the misalignment of the input sources.

In VITON, the introduction of thin-plate spline warping inside the

architecture strongly improves the performances on small details, but

also renders the network non end-to-end differentiable, as the gradi-

ents from the refinement stage can not be propagated to the coarse

stage. The two stages act as separate networks and are trained as such,

the coarse network first and the refinement network later.

In this project, we explore differentiable morphing solutions that

allow for end-to-end training. Also, we make use of article keypoints

to provide a stronger learning signal than the silhouettes alone.

2.4 Geometrical operations inside CNNs

The issue of information alignment has recently received the attention

of the scientific community. On the one hand, there is an ongoing ef-

fort towards defining convolutional operations that are invariant or

equivariant under scaling and rotations [27, 41]. On the other hand,

researchers are introducing new mechanisms in the network itself, so
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that it can actively perform transformations on its input or on the in-

termediary feature maps [22, 50, 6].

In the context of virtual try-on, we consider active morphing op-

erations with high interest. As noted in VITON, in fact, it is highly

effective to explicitly align an article pose to that of a human and we

believe that allowing the network to actively perform the transforma-

tion would lead to better results. Here follows a brief overview of the

relevant literature on the topic, while further considerations regarding

this project are found in section 4.1.2.

2.4.1 Spatial Transformer Network

Inside a CNN, several mechanisms work together to build robustness

to variations in the input: convolutional layers provide equivariance

under translations, pooling layers help building local translation in-

variance, and non-linear activations can account for changes in rota-

tion, scale, color, brightness, deformations etc [3].

All these mechanisms work surprisingly well together, considering

that none of them is individually designed to explicitly account for

these variations. During an AMA session on Reddit, Geoffrey Hinton

expressed his opinion on pooling layers:

The pooling operation used in convolutional neural networks is a

big mistake and the fact that it works so well is a disaster. [17]

Jaderberg, Simonyan, Zisserman, et al. [22] introduced explicit spatial

transformations inside the network, with the use of a learnable mod-

ule, the Spatial Transformer. Upon receiving a feature volume as input,

these modules can dynamically compute a transformation based on its

features and output the result of the transformation, realizing a mech-

anism similar to self-attention [45]. Intuitively, such modules work by

aligning a feature volume to a standard pose that is more suitable for

further feature extraction by the following layers.

These transformer blocks are lightweight and can be inserted ev-

erywhere inside the network, as the operation they perform is fully

differentiable. By including one or more of these modules in a regu-

lar CNN, the authors obtained state-of-the-art results on several im-

age classification benchmarks such as distorted MNIST digits [32] and

Street View House Numbers [43].
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Figure 2.16: A spatial transformer module (adapted from [22]): the

feature volume U is used to compute the parameters of a geometric

transformation that is then applied to U itself before feeding it to the

next layer.

A spatial transformer is composed of three elements: a localization

network, grid generator and differential image sampler (figure 2.16)

Localization network A trainable module that operates on the input

feature volume U , e.g. a CNN, and outputs the parameters A of a

transformation, e.g. the six parameters of an affine.

Grid generator A module without trainable weights whose only task

is to generate a sampling grid G from the parameters it receives from

the localization network. The sampling grid should have the same

spatial resolution as the output feature map V , and contain at every

location the coordinates where U should be sampled to produce the

corresponding value of V .

Differentiable image sampler It is in this last module that the actual

transformation takes place: a sampling kernel is used to sample U at

the locations specified by G to produce V . By using a differentiable

kernel, such as a bilinear interpolation kernel, it is possible to define

the gradients of V with respect to both the sampling grid, and there-

fore the localization network, and the input feature map, and therefore

the previous layers of the network.

In the fashion context, the spatial transformer mechanism has been

used to improve the localization of fashion landmarks on images en-

compassing a wide variety of poses and scales, and including back-

ground clutter (figure 2.17).
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Figure 2.17: Fashion landmark detection: through recurrent spatial

transformations, the network progressively narrows down the area of

interest where a keypoint is eventually placed (adapted from [59]).

2.4.2 Deformable Skip Connections

The research on pose-based human image generation by Siarohin et

al. [50] shares many similarities with our project. In their work, given

the image of a human and a target pose, they synthesize an image

containing the person in the novel pose.

Observing that the human image and the target pose are not spa-

tially aligned at the beginning of the pipeline, they separate the en-

coder in two streams to process the two sources separately. Then an

explicit morphing operation is applied to the person’s feature volumes

that travel through the skip connections, to align them to the pose fea-

ture volumes, before merging both in the decoder (figure 2.18). At

every scale of the U-Net, the transformation used in the skip connec-

tions is the same, because changes in scale should not affect the pose

misalignment between the encoder and the decoder. These deformable

skip connections play the important role of "shuttling" the information

from the encoder to where it is needed by the decoder.
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Figure 2.18: U-Net architecture with skip connections for pose-based

human image generation (adapted from [50]).

To simplify the training process, the transformation is not learned

but manually computed using domain-specific knowledge about the

joints that compose a person’s skeleton.

First, ten sub-parts of the human skeleton that rigidly transform to-

gether are identified using the skeleton keypoints, roughly matching

the human anatomy, e.g.: torso, head, upper/lower arms etc. Each

part is then enclosed in a rectangular region whose shape is statis-

tically fixed to enclose the corresponding joint. It is then trivial to

compute an affine transformation between matching rectangles on the

source and target pose 1.

On the encoder side of a deformable skip connection, a feature vol-

ume is processed as follows. Each rectangular region is used to create

a masked version of the volume, that is then warped using the affine

transformation corresponding to that region (figure 2.19). The result-

ing volumes, plus the initial untransformed one, are aggregated by

means of pooling and finally moved to the decoder side.

1Rectangles only allow translation, rotation, mirroring and scaling, no shearing
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Figure 2.19: A feature volume F is masked and transformed with re-

spect to the rectangular region corresponding to the upper right leg

(adapted from [50]).



Chapter 3

Dataset

In this chapter we present the dataset that is used throughout this

project. The original data contains paired images of articles as they

are found in the catalog and professional models posing with those ar-

ticles. On top of these images, we enrich the dataset with segmentation

masks of the articles of interest and matching keypoints in meaningful

locations of both the article and the model.

3.1 Available data

During many years of successful activity in the fashion industry, Za-

lando has gathered vast amounts of image data. Its rich collections are

proving useful for research purposes, too, regardless of whether they

were opened for the scientific community [57] or collected by means

of web scraping [14].

More generally, fashion datasets such as DeepFashion [37] or Fash-

ionista [58] (figure 3.1) enable tasks like semantic segmentation, fash-

ion article identification, human pose estimation, garment and texture

generation [25].

The dataset used for this project is provided by Zalando and con-

sists of roughly 42,000 high-resolution images of human models paired

with the corresponding images of the worn upper-body garment. A

preliminary step for the clothes swapping task is to gather segmenta-

tion and keypoints data for both the models and the articles.

31
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Figure 3.1: Semantic segmentation from the Fashionista dataset [58].

3.2 Skeleton features

3.2.1 Keypoint extraction

Augmenting the RGB representation of a person with the location of

its joints is highly effective for visual representation and understand-

ing. Skeletal keypoints have been employed, either as an additional

input or as a secondary task, in many successful research projects, e.g.

generation of human images [1, 40] and dense pose estimation [12].

As noted in the discussion of VITON (section 2.3.2), warping the

2D representation of an article into a different pose using only the

source and target silhouettes is a severely underconstrained problem.

We plan to reduce the ambiguity of the transformation by employing

a stronger alignment signal that leverages matching keypoints on both

the human and the article.

Through a standard and commonly used human body parser [5]

we are able to extract skeletal keypoints for the majority of the images

in our dataset. Out of the 18 keypoints extracted for skeleton and face,

the 9 locations of interest are wrists, elbows, shoulders, hips and neck.

See figure 3.2 for an example of the extracted keypoints.
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Figure 3.2: Features extracted by the human skeleton parser: from the

full skeleton only the joint locations are used.

Unfortunately, when it comes to fashion articles, there is no off-

the-shelf keypoint extractor on a par with the human skeleton one. We

acknowledge the works of Liu et al. who collected a dataset of fashion

images and landmarks [37], trained a parser for them [38], and then

conducted a similar research on a less constrained dataset [59].

However, we consider it important to annotate the article images

with keypoints that share the same semantic meaning with the key-

points of the human models. If this was not the case, we would not be

able to define a supervised signal for the morphing module based on

the correct alignment of the keypoints (see eq. 4.3).

To build our keypoint detector, a small dataset is manually anno-

tated (∼100 samples). For every human-article pair, the article is anno-

tated with the corresponding keypoints from the humans as in figure

3.3. We then train a simple CNN with a fully connected head to regress

the coordinates of the keypoints. The network is then applied to the

full dataset, yielding satisfactory results with minimal effort.
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Figure 3.3: Matching keypoints on an article-human pair: the key-

points on the person are extracted using the method by Cao et al. [5]

and the corresponding locations are marked on the article.

3.2.2 Spatial representation

For both types of images, the keypoints locations are expressed with

normalized coordinates w.r.t. the image size:

ki ∈ [−1,+1]2 for i = 1, . . . , 9

This is the most compact representation, but it is hard to combine

with the spatial representation of the RGB images. For this reason, we

also represent each keypoint ki as a 2D heatmap Hi of the same height

and width as the image, containing a single non-normalized gaussian

blob centered at the keypoint location.

Hi(x) = exp

(

−
‖x− ki‖

σ2

)

3.3 Image matting

Image matting is the task of separating the foreground and background

information, as well as describing how these two are blended together.

More specifically, given an image I , blending refers to identifying a

foreground F , a background B and a blending mask α that are related

as follows with ⊙ indicating the Hadamard (element-wise) product:

I = α⊙ F + (1−α)⊙B.
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The matting equation describes an underconstrained problem, with

a single known entity on the left side and three unknowns on the right.

However, in the context of clothes swapping, we are only interested in

acquiring an α mask that contains 1s at the locations corresponding

to the garment of interest, and 0s elsewhere. In other words, we need

a segmentation mask of the upper-body garment for both the catalog

images of the articles and the photoshoot pictures with the models.

The dataset present at Zalando does not contain segmentation in-

formation, so a deep-learning based method is devised to produce the

masks in a supervised fashion. Here follows a description of the mat-

ting process, for both the catalog images and the human models.

3.3.1 Data collection

The first step is to collect a minimum viable number of training sam-

ples, consisting in ∼100 pairs of RGB images and α masks. For this

purpose, we employ the scribbling-based method for binary segmen-

tation proposed by Levin, Lischinski, and Weiss [35]. An example run

of this algorithm is presented in 3.4.

Original Ih Scribbled Mask αh

Figure 3.4: Scribbling-based segmentation: a few strokes are used to

highlight foreground and background regions for the algorithm from

[35] to segment.

The quality of the masks obtained with the scribbling method is

quite satisfying, but of course we still want to train a segmentation

network that can quickly process the whole dataset without the need

of human intervention.

To make the most out of the small dataset we collected, we employ

standard data augmentation techniques such as flipping, rotating and
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scaling the images, as well as modifying their sharpness, saturation

and brightness (see figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5: Data augmentation for matting network: original image

with keypoints, rotated image with segmentation overlay and key-

points, cropped image with segmentation overlay and keypoints.

3.3.2 Loss function and evaluation metrics

A commonly used criterion to evaluate semantic segmentation pipelines

is Intersection over Union. This metric compares the predicted detec-

tion area α with the ground truth area α̂ for a specific object in the im-

age I . Specifically, the ratio between their intersection and their union

is computed:

IoU(α̂,α) =
α̂ ∩α

α̂ ∪α

An IoU score of 1 means a perfect match between the masks, while

values close to 0 indicates very little overlap.
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Figure 3.6: Intersection over Union for fashion bounding box detec-

tion.

Unfortunately, standard backpropagation can not be used to di-

rectly optimize IoU scores. Rahman and Wang [47] propose a similar

metric that relaxes the condition on binary masks, i.e. masks can now

assume values ∈ [0, 1], and has an associated loss function that can be

minimized through gradient descent:

I(α, α̂) =
∑

i∈I

α̂i αi

U(α, α̂) =
∑

i∈I

(α̂i + αi − α̂i αi)

IoU(α, α̂) =
I(α, α̂)

U(α, α̂)

LIoU(α, α̂) = 1− IoU (3.1)

On the other hand, it has been observed that Cross Entropy is usu-

ally a good proxy for IoU. Given the predicted segmentation α and the

corresponding ground truth α̂, this loss can be expressed as:

CE(α, α̂) = −
1

|I|

∑

i∈I

[

α̂i logαi + (1− α̂i) log(1− αi)
]

(3.2)

For the article segmentation task, we will prefer optimizing the

cross-entropy loss, due to its simplicity. Nonetheless, we will also mea-

sure the IoU scores of different algorithms as a method of comparison.
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3.3.3 Segmentation of articles in catalog images

The architecture proposed by Jégou et al. [23] combines the advan-

tages of the skip connections from U-Net [48] and the feature effi-

ciency from DenseNet [19] to build a network with many convolu-

tional layers at a fraction of the number of parameters. Furthermore,

their method achieves state-of-the-art performance without using pre-

trained weights or postprocessing steps such as conditional random

fields [31]. For this reason we choose it over other commonly used

architectures such as U-Net or ResNet.

Specifically, we employ a FCDenseNet with 4 blocks of densely

connected layers in the downstream path and the same number in up-

stream path. With this setting, an input image of size 256×192 gets

pooled 4 times, resulting in a feature volume of 16×12 at the bottleneck

of the network. We experiment with different values for the number

of layers inside the dense blocks of the network. The rows of figure 3.7

represent the segmentation results of three different models, with the

simplest one at the top and the most complex one at the bottom.

To train the network on the segmentation task, we define a loss

function that combines Lα with a regularization term Ls. The factor λs

balances the relative weight of the two terms:

L(α, α̂) = Lα(α, α̂) + λsLs(α)

Similar to a Total Variation norm, Ls forces the generated mask to

be smooth by penalizing the average gradient magnitude. Note that

in this context the word gradient is used with the meaning of spatial

gradient over the dimensions of the image, rather than related to back-

propagation.

Ls =
1

|I|

∑

i∈I

‖∇αi‖

Figure 3.7 offers a visual overview of the effects of the hyperparam-

eters on the quality of the generated masks. The model in the top row

has fewer layers and parameters than the model in the bottom row,

resulting in worse performances, especially on articles that show com-

plex patterns and multiple colors. The smoothing factor λs, increasing

from left to right, can be used to control the presence of holes in the

segmentation mask, but a too high value produces blurry edges.
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The larger model is more robust to complex patterns, but in the

smaller model the regularization can compensate for the lack of smooth-

ness by forcing a mask without holes.

Original image

Target α mask

Figure 3.7: Article segmentation results for different model sizes

(top: 46 layers 1,042,600 parameters; bottom: 60 layers 3,033,216 pa-

rameters) and smoothing factor (left to right: 0, 0.5, 1, 2).

3.3.4 Segmentation of worn articles

Once the best model for the article segmentation task is identified, we

attempt to reuse the same choice of hyperparameters for the human

segmentation task. Unsurprisingly, the performances of the newly

trained network are not satisfying. In fact, the images of the human

models show a much higher variability in terms of textures, visual el-

ements and poses.

On this new dataset, the network is lacking the information about

what and where to segment. For example, the network struggles to

correctly segment articles that appear at non-central locations and at a

smaller scale (figure 3.8). Also, note how the task itself is ill-defined,

as a human can wear multiple upper body garments that are valid for
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segmentation, but indication of which article to segment is given to the

network (figure 3.10).

Figure 3.8: Hard samples for human segmentation: due to low contrast

between the article and the background, or uncommon scale/pose.

Clearly, the network would benefit from having more training data

available, in particular more labeled images of the hard samples pre-

sented in figure 3.8. Rather than manually segmenting more images

and retraining the same architecture, we test the effect of additional

conditioning features, hoping to get better segmentation results by

telling the network what and where to segment.

Where to segment

The keypoint features described in the previous section specify the

spatial location of a person’s joints. This information can be useful

to give the network hints about where the human model and its body

parts are located, so that, for example, the network can learn the aver-

age shape of a segmentation mask in the proximity of the arms or the

torso.

For every image, the keypoint coordinates are turned into heatmaps

and concatenated to the RGB channels of the original image, to pro-

vide the network a uniform representation of both the color features

and the keypoint information. The introduction of these additional

features is beneficial to the segmentation task. Figure 3.9 provides a

visual example of the improvement achieved, while the resulting IoU

scores are plotted in figure 3.12.
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Original image (a) No keypoints (b) Keypoints Target α mask

Figure 3.9: Quality of human segmentation with and without keypoint

conditioning.

What to segment

For some of the images it is actually hard to establish which upper

body garment should be segmented. Consider the cases presented in

figure 3.10: it is not clear whether to segment the neck of the shirt to-

gether with the pullover, or whether the t-shirt under the open hoodie

should be part of the mask or not. It is reasonable then, to condition the

segmentation on the target article that we are interested in, providing

it as additional input to the network.

Shirt and pullover Open zipper

Figure 3.10: Hard samples for the segmentation tasks: from the model

image only it is unclear whether to segment the outermost garment

only or the shirt/t-shirt too.

The conditioning input can be introduced in the network in two
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ways: either by stacking the conditioning article, the model image and

its heatmap; or by processing the article image through a separate en-

coder and then merging the convolutional features deeper in the net-

work (figure 3.11). Both ways present advantages and disadvantages

in terms of complexity of the network and efficiency of the representa-

tion.

(a) Stacking

(b) Merging

Figure 3.11: Segmentation networks with article conditioning: the im-

age of the article can be stacked with the human features from the

beginning, or processed separately and merged at a later stage.

Stacking the article image to the image of the human and the heatmap

of its skeleton is simpler to implement, as no changes are required to

architecture except the number of input channels, that increases from

12 to 15. Ideally, concatenating together the two sources would allow

the network to selectively extract from the human only the features

that are relevant w.r.t. the conditioning article. However, at the begin-

ning of the encoding path, the article and the human are not spatially

aligned and this prevents the initial convolutional filters, operating on

a small receptive field, from cross-referencing the two sources (figure

3.11a).

Alternatively, we can encode the article and the human in two sep-

arate streams, and only merge the computed feature volumes at a

deeper stage of the network. The architecture in figure 3.11b would
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not suffer from the initial misalignment, because the receptive field at

the bottleneck is large enough to encompass the whole input images,

and the network can effectively compare the image and article feature

volumes. On the other hand, the two encoding streams have to extract

as many features as possible at every location, not knowing which of

them will be needed for the final segmentation. Moreover, being the

only block with a full view on the two sources, the bottleneck becomes

a critical part of the network, partly defying the purpose of skip con-

nections that in this case receive no conditioning.

We train the four alternatives presented above over the 128 sam-

ples in our dataset, split in 108 images for training and 20 for testing.

Disappointingly, after 50 epochs of training the article conditioning

does not produce better IoU scores compared to the model without

conditioning. Figure 3.12 shows a clear gap in the IoU score between

the RGB-only model and the RGB+Heatmap model, while the effect of

conditioning is negligible.

On a second analysis, we notice that our small dataset does not

contain a significative number of samples like the ones in figure 3.10.

It is not a surprise then, that the network does not learn to consider the

article conditioning and that the IoU scores on the test dataset show

no improvement. Most likely, training on a larger and more diverse

dataset would better reveal the effect of conditioning. Furthermore,

the conditioning would become essential when designing a system to

swap different articles and not upper-body garments only.
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Figure 3.12: IoU scores on the human segmentation task of the four

methods described in the text: image input only, with human key-

points, with human keypoints and two types of article conditioning

(50 epochs, batch size 8).



Chapter 4

Method

In this chapter we first define the clothes swapping task and its scope,

we then consider two architectures that aim at solving the misalign-

ment between the article image and the target human model, evaluat-

ing their pros and cons.

Afterward, we characterize a free-form morphing operation and

design three neural architectures for its implementation. Finally, this

morphing module and a clothes swapping module are assembled in a net-

work that can be trained end-to-end with the loss function we define.

4.1 Overview

4.1.1 Requirements

We define the clothes swapping task as such: given the image of a

human model Ih and that of an article Ia as it appears in a catalog,

produce a realistic image of the same person wearing the article.

From the insights of CAGAN [24], VITON [14], pix2pix [21], Spa-

tial Transformer Networks [22], Deformable GANs [50] and the other

research projects presented in chapter 2, we consider the following el-

ements to be crucial for a functioning clothes swapping solution.

Morphing A morphing module should be included in the network, for

the purpose of explicitly aligning the article pose to the shape of the

target human. Spatial alignment is, in fact, essential for any generative

architecture that operates on convolutional operations. The transfor-

mation applied by the morphing module can be characterized in dif-

45
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ferent ways and applied at different stages of the network, both topics

are further discussed in this chapter.

U-Net architecture The pictures we wish to generate contain details

at several scales, from buttons and embroidery to shapes and logos.

These features should be parsed from the source images of the human

and article and faithfully reconstructed onto the final image.

For our swapping module, a network architecture similar to U-Net

is a natural choice. In particular, we consider highly relevant the con-

cepts of: a clear distinction between the encoding and decoding stages,

the separation of blocks operating at different scales, and the presence

of shortcut connections between corresponding blocks.

End-to-end training The possibility to differentiate through all the

operations in the network allows us to train it as a whole. Therefore

conceptually separate modules can be optimized jointly on the final

goal, rather than on individually defined sub-goals.

For this reason, we will focus on differentiable morphing mecha-

nisms, as introduced by Jaderberg, Simonyan, Zisserman, et al. [22].

4.1.2 Considerations

In section 2.4, we described two approaches to address the misalign-

ment issue in convolutional neural networks, namely Spatial Trans-

former Networks [22] and Deformable GANs [50]. They mainly differ

in the placement of the morphing operation inside the network and

the meaning that is assigned to it.

In their simplest form, Spatial Transformer Networks apply a sin-

gle transformation at the beginning of the pipeline, with the goal of

viewing the input image under a standardized perspective that is more

significant for the task at hand [22, 59].

On the other hand, Deformable GANs maintain separate encoding

streams for each input, so that the convolutional features are extracted

in the reference frame of the original source. Later on, morphing op-

erations inside the skip connections transform the extracted features

before merging them into the decoder stage, effectively aligning them

to the desired pose for the output.

These approaches, combined with the requirements of our clothes
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swapping task, inspired two architectures, that are presented in fig-

ure 4.1 and 4.2. The choice between the two should be evaluated with

respect to the final objective of the network and the implicit meaning

of applying a transformation at a certain stage of the architecture. In

what follows, we highlight their strengths and weaknesses, and moti-

vate our final preference.

Morphing article image at the beginning

In this architecture, the transformation computed by the morphing

block is applied to the article (RGB image Ia, mask αa and heatmap

Ha) before feeding it to the swapping network. Because the article

is now aligned with the human model, the two can be concatenated

channel-wise from the beginning, resulting in a simpler architecture

with a single encoding stream.

Figure 4.1: U-Net architecture preceded by a morphing module: from

the beginning the image of the article is aligned to the pose of the target

human, their concatenation is then fed into a U-Net-like architecture.

Conceptually, we are considering the reference frame of the human

model, in which the article is deformed, to be the standard reference

frame for all the convolutional operations that are performed inside

the network. With two aligned sources, the encoder can start from the

very first layers to extract useful features that are then delivered with-

out further manipulation to the corresponding stage of the decoder.

The added benefit of such architecture is that the quality of the

transformation can be quickly ascertained, as it operates on easy-to-

understand RGB images, rather than on feature volumes inside the

network. However, it has to be noted that the initial morphing oper-

ation partially destroys the high-frequency content of the RGB image

as a result of the bilinear interpolation. This is particularly true if the

transformation involves scaling the article to a smaller resolution, as it
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is usually the case. The lost details can not be recovered at later stages

and might result in blurrier images that lack small-scale fashion struc-

tures such as buttons or embroidery patterns.

Morphing the article feature volumes in the skip connections

In this second architecture, the article and human features are fed into

separate encoding branches with no additional transformation. The

morphing operation happens later when the article features are deliv-

ered to the decoder and merged to the human features.

Figure 4.2: Double U-Net with deformable skip connections:

features from the article and the human are processed in separate

streams and merged later in the decoder, the skip connections from

the article encoder apply a morphing transformation to align the fea-

ture volumes to the target pose of the person.

On the one hand, this means that the article encoder will always

operate on full-res catalog images (vertically centered in the frame,

approximately the same scale, etc.) and could be more effectively ex-

tract relevant features. However, this also means that the features from

the two sources only interact much later in the network, without the

possibility of influencing each other in the encoding step.

A key argument of Siarohin et al. [50] in favor of geometric trans-

formations inside the skip connections, is that the relevant features

from the encoder are "shuttled" where needed in the decoder. On a

second analysis, we realized that it is actually harmful to morph the

extracted feature volumes with a sample-specific transformation, as it

might confuse their semantics rendering them useless for the decoder.

This is due to the non-equivariance of convolution under geometric

transformations such as rotation or scaling.
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Equivariance under translation In the context of convolution, equiv-

ariance under a transformation f is satisfied if it is possible commute

the transformation and the convolution operations and obtain the same

result:

f(K ∗X) = K ∗ f(X) . (4.1)

This is better understood with an example. Let’s consider a class of

transformation for which the convolution is equivariant, namely rigid

translations. In figure 4.3 we can see the result of applying a transla-

tion τ to a fashion article and convolving it with a kernel that reacts to

horizontal stripes, as well as the result of applying the same operations

in inverted order.

Figure 4.3: Convolution equivariance under translation

First row: a convolutional filter is applied to the image to extract stripes, the

resulting feature map is then transformed with a translation

Second row: the transformation is applied to the RGB image, the result is

then convolved with the stripe filter, with no difference in the outcome

In both cases, the area of the output with the highest activation is

placed at the same locations. As previously mentioned, in fact, convo-

lution is equivariant under translations. If we were to place a decoder

after the last stage of this pipeline, it would be able to reconstruct the

initial stripey pattern at the new location, corresponding to the torso

of the translated article,
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Non-equivariance Let’s now consider two transformations for which

equivariance is not satisfied. In figure 4.4a and figure 4.4b we show ex-

amples of non-equivariance, under rotation and scaling respectively.

For the former, we are going to use a filter bank that activates for stripe

patterns at different orientations. Similarly, for the latter, we are going

to employ filters that react to stripes at different frequencies (scales).

In these examples, it is clear that scaling and rotation behave dif-

ferently if applied before or after convolution. Unlike translation, the

resulting feature maps are not simply the rotated/scaled version of

each other. A simple way to interpret it is that convolutional filters

work in the reference frame of the image, regardless of the local orien-

tation/scale of the object they are applied to, so when the stripes are

scaled or rotated they will activate a different filter. In the case of 4.4a

the extracted features represent lines with a certain orientation w.r.t.

the original image/article, whereas in 4.4b the orientation is referred

to the morphed image/article.

This change of semantic inside the network can be harmful if a sub-

sequent stage of the network relies on the extracted features to produce

the final result. Let’s append to the network a decoder that is trained

to reconstruct the morphed image from the feature volumes in the last

column of figure 4.4a. This toy problem is actually similar to our fi-

nal goal, with the decoder trying to paint a garment over the body of

a person from the features it receives from the encoder. If the sleeves

are rotated prior to convolution, the filters will extract diagonal stripes

w.r.t. the image frame and the decoder will reconstruct them correctly

(figure 4.5a). On the other hand, a transformation after feature extrac-

tion would result in wrongly reconstructed sleeves (figure 4.5b).
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(a) First row: convolution with a filter bank that detects stripes at different

orientations, followed by a rotation of the sleeves.

Second row: the order of the operations is reversed, resulting in the detection

of different stripe orientations.

(b) First row: convolution with a filter bank that detects stripes at different

frequencies, followed by a scaling transformation.

Second row: the order of the operations is reversed, resulting in the detection

of a different stripe frequency.

Figure 4.4: Non-equivariance under rotation and scaling.
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(a) Successful reconstruction of the

stripe orientation.

(b) Incorrect reconstruction of the

stripe orientation on the sleeves.

Figure 4.5: Decoding features that have been: (a) extracted after a rota-

tion of the sleeves into the target pose, (b) extracted from the original

pose and morphed later.

If the article is morphed before entering the encoder, the semantics

of each channel in the feature volume will remain consistent through

the encoder and the decoder, eventually resulting in a correct recon-

struction. On the contrary, if the features are extracted from the article

in a certain pose and later morphed into the target pose, the decoder

will not be able to assign the correct patterns to every area of the im-

age. With the target pose changing for every sample, it is impossible

for the decoder to learn a correct decoding operation over the article

features it receives.

4.1.3 Clothes swapping architecture

Considering the harmful behavior of deformable skip connections in

the context of our image generation task, we propose the following

architecture for the clothes swapping network.
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Figure 4.6: Clothes swapping architecture.

First, a morphing module computes a geometrical transformation to

conform the article pose to the pose of the human model. This module

receives features from both the article or the human, in form of their

RGB images (Ia, Ih) and keypoint locations, either as vectors (Ka,Kh)

or as heatmaps (Ha,Hh).

The computed transformation is then used to warp the image of the

article Ia, its keypoints Ka, heatmaps Ha and its segmentation mask

αa. In doing so, the article is aligned to the pose of the target person.

Then, a swapping module receives the concatenation of the morphed

article with the human model, represented by their images, heatmaps

and segmentation masks. This final module is in charge of generating

the image of the human model wearing the source article.

4.2 Morphing module

For the clothes swapping task, a correct alignment of the source hu-

man and target article is critical. Generally speaking, we are trying

to express a morphing operation θ that applied to the article image Ia

aligns its pose to the human pose in the target image Ih.

Note how the 2D alignment problem in the context of fashion ar-

ticles is an ill-posed problem. In fact, fashion garments are three-

dimensional deformable objects that can not be fully represented in

the two-dimensional image space.

First of all, a simple 2D picture fails to represent the relationship

between parts that can deform in three dimensions. For example, in

catalog images, the sleeves are usually lying straight next to the body

and with the cuffs close to the waistline. Despite this apparent relation-
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ship between the parts, in a 3D transformation, the cuffs can move far

away from the waistline, while the shoulders are actually more tightly

coupled to the waistline than the sleeves.

Secondly, a single 2D image fails to represent the whole surface of

an article. Therefore, topologically valid transformations in space can

result in partial occlusion and reveals, which in turn would appear as

if pixels were created or disappeared in the 2D projection. E.g. a partial

rotation of the arm might hide parts of a sleeve and reveal details from

the back of it.

Operating on mesh representations of humans and articles, as in

the works of Dibra et al. [8] and Daněřek et al. [7], would surely im-

prove the characterization of the article-on-human morphing. How-

ever, 3D reconstruction is beyond the scope of this project and we will

focus only on 2D geometry.

4.2.1 Characterization of the morphing

The alignment of planar shapes is a long-studied problem in the sci-

entific literature and many research projects propose different ways of

characterizing and performing a morphing operation. These methods

differ in many ways, from the geometrical properties of the transfor-

mation, to whether the operation is learnable and/or differentiable.

Here follows a description of the methods we consider relevant for

aligning the pose of an article to that of a person.

Non-parametric

Shape Context Matching TPS Given two shapes with no matching

keypoint information, it is still possible to compute a best-guess mor-

phing operation. Briefly, a variable number or keypoints is randomly

selected on both shapes, the shape context features from each keypoint

are then used to match them with an energy-minimization strategy,

and eventually compute a morphing that best transforms one set of

keypoints into the other.

The shape context descriptor was first introduced by [2] as a repre-

sentation of a point in the context of the set of points it belongs to, i.e.

the shape. For every point, a descriptor is built using the quantized

histogram of the polar distances from that point to all the others. Fig-

ure 4.7 shows an example of the shape context descriptor for a point
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belonging to the letter "A".

Figure 4.7: Shape context descriptor for a point on the letter "A"

(Adapted from WikiMedia).

Once a shape context is computed for each one of the keypoints of

the source and target shape, it is possible to match them solving a bi-

nary assignment problem. This is usually done with the Hungarian

algorithm, or Kuhn–Munkres algorithm [56], that runs in polynomial

time and minimizes a cost function based on the histogram similarity

of the matched keypoints.

Finally, given the keypoint correspondences, it is possible to esti-

mate a transformation that maps one shape into the other. The choice

of the transformation is mostly case-dependent, with affine and a thin-

plate spline transformations being among the most common alterna-

tives. If the former is well suited for rigid transformations, the latter is

more appropriate for the fashion case where garments can stretch and

compress at different locations.

In VITON [14], a regularized TPS is computed between the mask

of the standalone article and the mask of the worn article generated by

the coarse stage. The transformation is then applied to the RGB image

of the standalone article to conform its pose to that of the human. We

identify two major drawbacks in this solution: the choice of silhou-

ettes as a guide for the warping, and the specific choice of geometric

transformation.

In fact, the pose of an article can change drastically without ap-

preciable changes in silhouette, especially considering self-occlusion

(e.g. an arm in front of the body as in figure 4.8) or elastic deforma-

tions (e.g. a loose sweater). Consequentially, a transformation between

two poses can not be uniquely identified from their external shapes

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Shapecontext.jpg
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only. An underconstrained warp is also the reason for one of the fail-

ure cases reported in the paper, where the model is pictured with both

arm in front of the body(figure 2.15).

Secondly, as already noted, a non-differentiable shape matching TPS

operation in the architecture precludes the possibility to train the net-

work end-to-end.

Figure 4.8: Different poses resulting in very similar silhouettes due to

self-occlusion of relevant parts.

In this work, we aim at addressing both issues: matching keypoints

will provide a stronger alignment signal and differentiable morphing

operations will allow end-to-end training.

Parametric

Linear

Affine transformation An affine transformation is a mapping that

preserves points, planes straight and parallel lines. Such transforma-

tion can be parametrized with as few as 6 values and yet be able to

model a wide variety of geometrical transformations, such as transla-

tion, scaling, homothety, similarity transformation, reflection, rotation

and shearing (figure 4.9).

An affine transformation can be expressed either as the combina-

tion of a matrix multiplication and translation or as a single matrix

multiplication using homogeneous coordinates, which is the preferred

representation in this document:

~x ′ = A~x+ b =

[
a b

c d

]

~x+

[
e

f

] [
~x ′

1

]

=

[
A b

0T 1

] [
~x

1

]
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Figure 4.9: Affines: identity, scaling, rotation, shearing.

If two sets {~xk} and {~xk
′} of K matching keypoints is available,

the best affine transformation can be computed analytically solving a

least-square regression problem. Indicating with X and X ′ the ma-

trices of R3×K whose columns are respectively the keypoints { ~xk} and

{ ~xk
′}, and with M+ = MT (MMT )−1 the right pseudoinverse of a

matrix, we can write:

X
′ = AX ⇒ A = X

′
X

+ (4.2)

The least-square regression problem can also be solved in a ma-

chine learning fashion with standard backpropagation. In this setting

we allow the training algorithm to modify the weights of A to reduce

the loss associated with the transformation. It can be proved that if

such function is the mean square error between the target keypoints

and the transformed keypoints, the solution will converge to the one

in equation 4.2.

Minimize: Lkp(A) =
∑

k

‖ ~xk
′ − A~xk‖

2
(4.3)

By: At+1 ← At − ǫ
δLkp

δAt

This formulation has more expressive power than the pseudo-inverse

method and beneficial for our fashion alignment task. Leveraging the

differentiable image sampling operation from [22], we can, in fact, ex-

tend the loss function with additional terms that can better guide the

process.

For example, we can include a term that penalizes an incorrect

alignment between the segmentation mask of the worn article and the
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mask of the original article transformed via θ. This can be expressed

via the cross-entropy loss defined in eq. 3.2:

Lα

(
θ,αa,αh

)
= LCE

(
θA(αa),αh

)
. (4.4)

Considering that the keypoints we rely upon are far from perfect (cf

4.10), the ability to include additional terms in the loss function, other

than the keypoint alignment, is key to the training process of the final

architecture.

Figure 4.10: Keypoint location issues on the waistline (sample-specific)

and on the arms (detection bias).

Non-linear (function-based)
Despite their effectiveness in image classification tasks [22], affine trans-

formations result being too simple to model the complex 3D morphing

that a deformable piece of clothing undergoes when worn by a human

model. There are in fact parts of an article that are stretched while oth-

ers are compressed, parts that fit more tightly than others, and parts

that can be closed up like a zipper or rolled up like the sleeves.

These complex transformations are better described through free-

form functions for which the linearity constraint is relaxed. We model

these functions as an inverse mapping, from every pixel of the target

to a sampling location in the input:

f : R2 → R
2 ~x ′ = f(~x)
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This formulation is similar to that of Spatial Transformers [22], where

this function can be used to directly produce the sampling grid for the

sampler, instead of computing it from the six parameters of an affine.

In all our experiments their bilinear kernel is used for differentiable

sampling is used, to adjust to the fact that real-valued sampling coor-

dinates might not correspond exactly to a pixel location.

Here we present two architectural approaches to characterize the

transformation function: the former based on CNNs, the latter based

on hypernetworks [13].

CNN-based This CNN-based method exploits the spatial nature of

the inputs to directly predict a feature volume G ∈ R
2×H×W that rep-

resents the coordinate grid for bilinear sampling, i.e. at every spatial

location it contains the x and y coordinates where the corresponding

pixel of the morphed image should be sampled from.

This network can be modeled as a fully convolutional encoder-

decoder that receives as inputs the article image Ia and heatmaps Ha,

Hh (figure 4.11). Skip connections are avoided because the sources

are not initially aligned. The output is considered a residual over the

identity transformation, so that the sampling grid can be computed as

G = ∆G+GI

Figure 4.11: Encoder-decoder architecture producing a sampling grid

from the heatmap features.

We acknowledge that the direct prediction of the sampling grid of a

morphing operation is a severely undercontstrained task. The network

could easily learn to align matching keypoints, but this alone is not
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enough to guarantee a smooth interpolation of the space between the

keypoints and might lead to wrongful deformations (figure 4.12).

Figure 4.12: Equivalent solutions to an undeconstrained morphing

problem: with only the red keypoints guiding the alignment, the space

in between can be heavily distorted.

If we consider an article as a collection of semi-rigid subparts, as

in [50], we can observe that the transformation needed to morph the

article onto the human is locally affine, i.e. all the pixels around a

certain location in the target image should be sampled from the same

neighborhood in the source image.

This constraint can be enforced through a regularization term. By

minimizing the Laplacian of the optical flow, i.e. the magnitude of the

second derivative w.r.t. the image axes, we force the transformation to

be locally smooth, with the scale of this smoothness given by the scale

at which we compute the Laplacian.

Indicating with Gs
{x,y} the x and y channels of the sampling grid G

at scale s, the smoothness loss is given by:

Lsmooth(G) =
1

|Gs|

∑

s

(∥
∥∇2

G
s
x

∥
∥+

∥
∥∇2

G
s
y

∥
∥

)

(4.5)

The Laplacian of F can be easily computed using a standard con-

volutional kernel:
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∇2
F

s
(·) = K ∗ F s

(·) with K = 1
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Hypernetwork-based A multi-layer perceptron is another option to

characterize the function that maps target coordinates to an appro-

priate sampling location on the source. The non-linearities included

in the hidden layer(s) of the MLP would allow for non-affine trans-

formations and the "morphing power" of the realized function can be

controlled by changing the number of hidden neurons.

In the spirit of [13], the weights for this MLP, f can be predicted

using yet another network g, e.g. an MLP that operates on the keypoint

vectors, or a CNN that operates on the heatmaps. Similarly to the

previous architecture, the output of the function can be considered a

residual over the identity mapping.

ω = MLPg(Ka,Kh) or ω = CNNg(Ha,Hh)

~xi
′ = MLPf (~xi, ω) + ~xi for ~xi ∈ GI

MLP-based, with keypoint input CNN-based, with heatmap input

Figure 4.13: Morphing hypernetworks: a network f implemented as

an MLP or as a CNN predicts the weights of a single-layer MLP that

realizes the mapping function g from target coordinates to their sam-

pling locations.

Part-wise transformation

As a final alternative, we describe a part-wise method introduced by

[1] working on pose-based human synthesis. This method is charac-
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terized by a learnable part model and a set of pre-computed affine

transformations that act on the RGB images.

Figure 4.14: The human synthesis pipeline from [1]: human sub-parts

are segmented from an image (top-right), then a pre-computed set of

affine transformations is applied them (bottom left).

The first stage of their network takes the image of a human and

produces a fixed number of segmentation masks that correspond to

pre-computed affine transformations. One by one the masks are ap-

plied to the original image, followed by the corresponding transfor-

mation. The resulting images are then stacked together and used to

generate the final foreground subject.

Notably, this paper starts off with same observation of Deformable

GANs [50]: the fact that the human skeleton can be divided in sub-

parts that transform together. The approaches, however, are quite dif-

ferent, especially regarding which parts should belong together and

which features should be transformed.

In [1], the segmentation process is not limited to rectangular re-

gions and is learned with no external supervision, if not that of the

pre-computed transformations. This allows the network to identify

the parts of the original image that should transform together in auton-

omy, e.g. they mention that tennis rackets and golf clubs are usually

segmented with the upper arm.

Another difference is that in [1] the transformations are applied to

the original image and the result is then processed by a separate net-

work, while in [50] the transformations are applied to the intermediate
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feature maps of the encoder. As previously observed in section 4.1.2,

the latter can result harmful for the generative process of the encoder.

This part-based method could be easily adapted to our case using

prior knowledge about which parts of a garment deform together, and

possibly also improved by having the network learn a free-form trans-

formation for every part rather than using pre-computed affines.

However, the publishing date of this piece of research didn’t allow

us to include this architecture in our experiments.

4.2.2 Architecture

In our experiments, we evaluate the performances of the three non-

linear function-based methods suggested above: the fully convolu-

tional encoder-decoder architecture directly predicting the sampling

grid, the MLP-based hypernetwork and the CNN-based hypernetwork.

ENCDEC is a fully convolutional encoder-decoder architecture built

with dense blocks and transition blocks in the fashion of [23], but with-

out skip connections. Its input is the concatenation of Ia, Ha, Hh, for a

total of 21 channels. The output volume ∆G ∈ R
2×H×W is considered

the residual of an identity sampling grid GI .

The sampling grid for the morphing operation, with due reshap-

ing, is given by:

G = ∆G+GI

The weights of the final layer of the decoder are initialized to pro-

duce very small variations from the identity, to provide a good starting

point so that the network can slowly adjust the transformation.

HYPERMLP is a shallow MLP model that takes the keypoint vectors

Ka and Kh as input, and outputs the weights ω of a second MLP that

realizes the actual mapping function.

The second MLP, f , has two input neurons for the target location

~x ∈ R
2 and two output neurons for the sampling coordinates that

should be used for that point. If the f has a single hidden layer with N

neurons, the first MLP, g, has to predict a total of 2N +N +N2+ 2 val-

ues between weights and biases. Both networks use ReLU activations

after every fully connected layer except the output.
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Again, the sampling grid is computed as an offset from the identity:

ω = MLPg(Ka,Kh)

~xi
′ = MLPf (~xi, ω) + ~xi for ~xi ∈ GI

HYPERMLP-250 and HYPERMLP-500 are the two variations con-

sidered in the experiments, named after the number of hidden neurons

in g. Table 4.1 describes with more detail the configurations of the hy-

pernetwork f for both variations. The configuration of the mapping

function g is the same for both and is a simple MLP model with a sin-

gle hidden layer and ReLU activation function.

HYPERMLP-250

Input 36

FC + ReLU 64

FC + ReLU 128

FC + ReLU 256

FC + ReLU 512

FC + ReLU 1252

HYPERMLP-500

Input 36

FC + ReLU 64

FC + ReLU 128

FC + ReLU 256

FC + ReLU 512

FC + ReLU 1024

FC + ReLU 2502

Table 4.1: Configurations of f for the two variations of HYPERMLP

described in the text. The number in the second column represent the

size of the feature vector produced at that stage.

HYPERCNN is similar to the architecture above, but CNN is used

to predict the weights ω instead. Thanks to the spatial nature of the

input, we can feed the article image Ia together with its heatmaps Ha

and those of the human Ha.

The CNN starts with a sequence of six blocks of: 3×3 convolu-

tion, dropout, batch normalization, ReLU and pooling. Through these

blocks, the number of channels is increased as 32, 64, 128, 256, 256 256.

All pooling layers except the last apply 2×2 max pooling, halving the

width and height of the feature volume at every step. The last pooling

operation computes the spatial average of every feature map, reducing

height and width to 1.

This last 256×1×1 volume is then processed through two fully con-

nected layers, whose output size is respectively 512 and 2N+N+N2+
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2. This last vector is then reshaped into the weights of MLPg without

further manipulation.

ω = CNNg(Ka,Kh, Ia)

~xi
′ = MLPf (~xi, ω) + ~xi for ~xi ∈ GI

Similarly to HYPERMLP, we consider two variations for this archi-

tecture: HYPERCNN-250 and HYPERCNN-500. They share the same

convolutional architecture and only differ in the output size of the last

fully connected layer.

4.3 Swapping module

4.3.1 Architecture

The swapping module receives a concatenation of the features of the

human and the article, the latter being now aligned to the target pose.

Each source contribute with its RGB image I , its segmentation mask α

and its heatmaps H , for a total of 26 channels.

The module is implemented with a FCDenseNet architecture with

4 dense blocks. In our experiments we compare different choices for

the number of layers and growth rates of each dense block, realizing

networks of different depths. In table 4.2 we report the specifics of the

three networks used in the experiments, namely SWAP-40, SWAP-60,

SWAP-81, with the number indicating the total number of convolu-

tional operations.
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SWAP-40

Input 26

Conv 3×3 16

DB (2) + TD 32

DB (2) + TD 48

DB (4) + TD 80

DB (4) + TD 112

DB (6) 160

TU + DB (4) 32

TU + DB (4) 32

TU + DB (2) 16

TU + DB (2) 16

Conv 1×1 3

Softmax

Params: 1,348,340

SWAP-60

Input 26

Conv 3×3 32

DB (2) + TD 64

DB (4) + TD 128

DB (6) + TD 224

DB (8) + TD 352

DB (10) 512

TU + DB (8) 128

TU + DB (6) 96

TU + DB (4) 64

TU + DB (2) 32

Conv 1×1 3

Softmax

Params: 6,407,428

SWAP-81

Input 26

Conv 3×3 32

DB (4) + TD 96

DB (6) + TD 192

DB (8) + TD 320

DB (10) + TD 480

DB (15) 720

TU + DB (10) 160

TU + DB (8) 128

TU + DB (6) 96

TU + DB (4) 64

Conv 1×1 3

Softmax

Params: 11,568,788

Table 4.2: Three variations for the clothes swapping network, named

after the number convolutional layers they contain. SWAP-40 uses a

growth rate of 8, the others 16. The number in parenthesis next to

each dense block represents the number of layers inside the block. The

number in the second column represents the number of channels of

the feature volume produced at that stage.
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4.4 Training

4.4.1 Supervised training

To ensure a strong learning signal to the morphing module, and to the

network as a whole, we limit the training setting to a fully supervised

method. Hence, we train the network to reconstruct the image of a

human Ih wearing the article Ia only for pairs for which the ground

truth image is available.

Of course, in this setting, we can not feed the (Ih, Ia) pair directly

to the network, as the person depicted in (Ih is already wearing the

article depicted in (Ia). Similarly to VITON [14], we need to prepare

a clothing-agnostic representation of the person that represents all the

features of the model except its upper-body garment.

The segmentation masks obtained in the previous chapter can be

easily used to remove clothing information from the images of our

models. In doing so, particular care must be taken with the masks

generated by the network described in the previous chapter, as a value

0 < αi,j < 1 could leak clothing information from Ih to the network.

For this reason, the soft segmentation masks are thresholded before

applying them to the image.

M = αh > 0.5

Imask = M ⊙ Ih + (1−M)⊙ Ifill

In the equation above, Ifill represent an uninformative filling value

for the masked area. In our experiments, we tested filling with zeros,

ones, a gray value or uniform noise as shown in figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15: Filling strategies: original image, black (0.0), gray (0.5),

white (1.0), noise (uniformly distributed in [0, 1]).
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4.4.2 Inpainting losses

The loss function for the clothes swapping task compares the gener-

ated image Î and the reference image Ih present in the dataset, com-

bining a pixel-wise L1 loss and a perceptual loss based on VGG16 [26,

51].

Linpaint(Î, Ih) = λL1

∥
∥
∥Î − Ih

∥
∥
∥
1
+
∑

ℓ∈L

λℓ

∥
∥
∥φℓ(Î)− φℓ(Ih)

∥
∥
∥

2

(4.6)

The L1 term compares the images at pixel scale, penalizing the net-

work for not reproducing the original image faithfully. This loss will

mainly influence the smallest details, edges and contours, as well as

preventing the network from making any change to the background,

legs and facial areas.

On the other hand, VGG features represent information at a higher

level of abstraction, as they are computed on patches of neighboring

pixels whose size grows moving towards deeper layers. The first lay-

ers will detect small-scale features (e.g. buttons) while the deeper lay-

ers will detect larger and more abstract features (e.g. a logo, a pocket

etc.). Specifically, we employ features from post-activation layers of

VGG16, indicated as φℓ with ℓ = relu1_2, relu2_2, relu3_2, relu4_2.

The balance between L1 and the deeper layers of VGG affects the

visual quality of the output. In chapter 5 we investigate how shifting

the weight between L1 and the deeper layers of VGG influences the

visual quality of the output.

4.4.3 Morphing losses

With an end-to-end training process, it should be possible to learn a

morphing operation θ from Linpaint only. However, we find it valuable

to add the regularization terms described in section 4.2.

We consider the alpha mask overlap loss described in eq. 4.4, the

sampling grid smoothness loss Lsmooth(G) described in eq. 4.5 and

more importantly a keypoint alignment loss defined as:

Lkp(θ,Ka,Kh) =
∑

k

‖~x ′ − θ(~x)‖
2
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Combining these losses in a weighted sum, we obtain a robust reg-

ularization term for the morphing module:

Lmorph(θ) =λkp Lkp

(
θ,ka,kh

)
+

λα Lα

(
θ,αa,αh

)
+

λsmooth Lsmooth

(
Gθ

)
(4.7)

Through these losses, the morphing module can actually be trained

in isolation before including it in the complete clothes swapping archi-

tecture. This allows to evaluate the performances of each method and

make an educated guess on meaningful hyperparameter settings.

At the same time, we can verify that the objective function of choice

is suitable for the task and will later guide the complete network to-

wards a good minimum.
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Results

In this chapter, we present the results of different experiments, high-

lighting the effect that different choices have on the quality of gener-

ated images.

Results and metrics for the image reconstruction task, i.e. inpaint-

ing the original article on a masked version of the model, are presented

in this chapter, while chapter 6 covers the actual clothes swapping.

Unless otherwise stated in the specific sections, all the experiments

are run with the following settings. The complete dataset contains a to-

tal of 42,000 image pairs at 256×192 resolution, split in 41,800 pairs for

training and 200 for testing. The experiments run on a single NVIDIA

Tesla V100 GPU with 16GB of graphical memory, allowing a batch size

of 8. We use the ADAM optimizer [29] with a learning rate of 0.001 for

the parameters of both the morphing module and the swapping mod-

ule. Batch normalization is enabled at all layers following [23]. The

dropout rate is fixed at p = 0.3, with the usual behavior at training and

testing time [52]. The value of the weights for the L1 and VGG losses

is kept as in the balanced setting in table 5.1. The morphing module

is realized with the HYPERMLP-250 architecture, while the swapping

module follows the SWAP-81 specifications.

5.1 Inpainting losses

As presented in section 4.4.2, the balance between the L1 and VGG

losses affects the visual quality of the result. We considered five weight

configurations that shift the strength of the regularization from L1 to

70
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the deeper layers of VGG. The details for each configuration are found

in table 5.1.

λℓ Only L1 Strong L1 Balanced Only VGG Deep VGG

L1 1 0.6 0.25 0.00 0.1

relu1_2 0 0.4 0.25 0.25 0.1

relu2_2 0 0.3 0.25 0.25 0.2

relu3_3 0 0.2 0.25 0.25 0.3

relu4_3 0 0.1 0.25 0.25 0.4

Table 5.1: Weight configurations for L1 and VGG losses.

Figure 5.1 shows the results obtained on a test image after 10 epochs

of training. For this experiment the training curves are not shown, as

changing the weights would not make for a fair comparison.

Figure 5.1: Qualitative comparison between different settings for the

weight of the loss function. The first column contains the original im-

ages, the other columns contain the morphed article and the generated

image for different settings in the same order of table 5.1.

5.2 Swapping module

We experiment with different configurations for the number of layers

and growth rates of the swapping module. In particular, we use SWAP-

40, SWAP-60 and SWAP-81, as illustrated in table 4.2.
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Focusing on the visual appearance of the cuffs, we notice that deeper

architectures are more robust to the residual misalignment and pro-

duce sharper details, while the model with fewer layers is heavily in-

fluenced by the initial pose. A comparison between the three is pre-

sented in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Images generated by swapping models with different num-

ber of layers and growth rates. The first column contain the original

images, the other three correspond to the morphed article and final

result for SWAP-40, SWAP-60 and SWAP-81.

Comparing the inpainting loss on the test set, i.e. the weighted sum

of L1 and VGG, we observe that during the 10 epochs of training the

largest model manages to maintain the lowest loss of the three (fig-

ure 5.3). In terms of network capacity and overfitting, this suggests

that the image dataset in use is diverse enough to accommodate even

deeper networks with more parameters.
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Figure 5.3: Inpainting loss (weighted sum of L1 and VGG) on the test

set for SWAP-40, SWAP-60, SWAP-81.

5.3 Morphing module

In the following experiments, we explore different implementations of

the morphing module, while keeping the same SWAP-81 architecture

for the swapping module. Specifically, we report visual and quantita-

tive results for the combinations of architectures and hyperparameters

in table 5.2. Notably, for all the HYPERMLP-* architectures considered

in our experiments, up to 900 hidden neurons, the values of Lsmooth re-

mained under the 103 mark without the need of explicit regularization

through λsmooth.

Architecture Parameters λkp λα λsmooth

HYPERMLP-250 817,572 1 0.5 0

HYPERMLP-500 3,265,158 1 0.5 0

HYPERCNN-250 2,349,604 1 0.5 0

HYPERCNN-500 2,990,854 1 0.5 0

ENCDEC-100 4,890,504 1 0.5 102

ENCDEC-10000 4,890,504 1 0.5 104

Table 5.2: Morphing module architectures and hyperparameters.
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In figure 5.4 we compare the morphed article before it is fed to the

swapping module, for a pose that includes a heavy bending of the arm.

First, we note how the hypernetwork models produce similar trans-

formations, regardless of whether they operate on the keypoint vec-

tors (HYPERMLP) or on the keypoint heatmaps plus RGB information

(HYPERCNN). We also observe that increasing the number of hidden

neurons for the transformation function of those networks does not re-

sult in a noticeable improvement. The only architecture that produces

a satisfying bending of the elbow is ENCDEC (top-right), provided that

is not regularized too heavily on producing smooth sampling grids

(bottom-right).

Figure 5.4: Comparison between warped versions of an article as ob-

tained from the models in table 5.2, the images on the left represents

original article and the target pose.

Plotting the three losses used to regularize the morphing module,

we can confirm our qualitative observations. The ENCDEC-100 net-

work achieves the lowest score in terms of both keypoint distance

and segmentation masks overlap. The highly regularized ENCDEC-

10000 network produces indeed smooth transformations, to the point

that it can not accommodate for drastic changes in pose. Notably,

HYPERMLP-250 produces a good keypoint alignment, but it does not

succeed in aligning the silhouettes of the articles.
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Figure 5.5: Morphing losses obtained on the test set with the models in

table 5.2, from left to right: keypoint alignment, mask alignment and

smoothness.

5.4 Morphing loss

Keypoint alignment Lkp and mask alignment Lα represent very strong

learning signals for the morphing module. Ideally, it should be pos-

sible to train this first module even withouth this guidance. In other

words, the gradient propagating back through the biliniear sampling

operation should guide the morphing module towards producing mean-

ingful transformations.

For this reason, we train a full model with each of the three ar-

chitectures for morphing, without propagating gradients from Lkp nor

Lα. The only regularizer that we employ is the laplacian smoothness

of the sampling grid as it can be computed in an unsupervised fash-

ion. The models put to test are: HYPERMLP, HYPERCNN, ENCDEC.

While the values for λsmooth are 0, 20 and 50.

A first experiment shows two ways of morphing degeneration: ei-

ther the transformation moves the article completely outside the frame

for HYPERMLP and HYPERCNN resulting in an empty canvas, or

ENCDEC produces an extremely high-frequency sampling grid result-

ing in patches of color bein spread around. In the first case the net-

work resorts to painting on the human an article of a mean color that

is learned as bias from the training procedure. In the latter case the ne-

towrk manages to retrieve the primary color information from a very

scattered image of the article, and the decoder is at least able to pro-

duce a smooth uniform color (figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6: The highly underconstrained ENCDEC fails completely

to morph the article, still managing, however, to convey information

about the primary color of the garment.

We believe that this issue comes from the balanced learning rate

used for the morphing and inpainting modules. In fact, at the first

stages of training, the inpainting module will produce very bad im-

ages and the gradients propagating through non-tuned weights will

be useless for the morphing module. Normally, the strong learning

signal coming from keypoint and mask alignment are enough to guide

the learning of the morphing module even if the weight updates are

noisy due to the gradients flowing back from the inpainting module.

In this case however, lacking the strong alignment signal, it’s better

to reduce the learning rate of the morphing module, so to leave the

inpainting module free to learn a good mapping from the unaligned

images. Then the morphing module can catch up and learn from the

now meaningful gradients it receives from the inpaining module.

For this reason, in the following experiments we set the learning

rate of the morphing module to 10−5, while keeping that of the in-

painting module at 10−3.
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Figure 5.7: Morphed articles obtained with three morphing modules,

not guided by keypoint and mask alignment, but only regularized for

smoothness. Top to bottom: HYPERMLP, HYPERCNN, ENCDEC. Left

to right Lsmooth = 0, 20, 50
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Figure 5.8: Morphing regularizers obtained on the test set with the

three morphing modules, not guided by keypoint and mask align-

ment, but only regularized for smoothness.

Top to bottom: HYPERMLP, HYPERCNN, ENCDEC.

Left to right Lsmooth = 0, 20, 50

As it can be observed in figure 5.7 and 5.8, HYPERMLP is the only

architecture that is able to learn a proper alignment even without ex-

plicit regularization. This design in fact receives the most compact rep-

resentation of the human and article keypoints, in form of a coordinate

vector. On the other hand the other two methods receive the keypoints

in form of heatmaps, a much sparser representation that might prevent

the morphing module from learning.

Note also how the sampling grid is acceptably smooth in all cases,

even with λsmooth = 0, except for ENCDEC which is the model with the

largest degree of freedom.

5.5 Mask filling

As illustrated in section 4.4, we test different filling strategies for the

masked region of Ih that corresponds to the upper-body garment. Af-

ter 5 epochs of training, no difference is noticeable, neither in the qual-

ity of the generated image, nor from the training metrics (figure 5.9).
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Qualitative results from the test set after 5 epochs of training.

Training losses for different filling strategies.

Figure 5.9: Comparison between different filling strategies, all other

hyperparameters are identical, including the choice of random seed.
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5.6 Mask dilation

We observe that in some cases the segmentation masks are too precise

over the contours of the garments and consequentially leak informa-

tion about creases and bumps. To address this issue, we introduce a

slight morphological dilation of 7 pixels on the masks, so to hide a

larger portion of the original image.

The effects, visible in figure 5.10, are minimal, but the model is now

forced to reconstruct and hallucinate the contours of the person, es-

pecially the arms. On the clothes swapping task this results in more

natural-looking contours of the generated images.
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Figure 5.10: Qualitative comparison between the original segmenta-

tion mask (top) and the dilated version of it (bottom). Note how the

creases on the arms and the cuffs are faithfully copied from the orig-

inal in the top row, while they have to be "imagined" in the bottom

row.
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Discussion

In this chapter, we comment the experiments presented in the previ-

ous one, offering a broader perspective on the results in light of the

research question posed at the beginning of this work. An overview

of some failure cases and a comparison with other clothes swapping

methods are also included, leading to the introduction of ideas for fu-

ture work.

6.1 Morphing module

As observed in section 5.3, a good morphing algorithm is key to a suc-

cessful clothes swap. The examples in figure 5.4 and 6.1 show how

different morphing approaches perform in the presence of drastic pose

changes such as the bending of an elbow.

In these situations, only the ENCDEC architecture, directly predict-

ing the sampling grid, is able to morph the article into the target pose.

The hypernetwork-based methods fail to capture the different regions

of the image that should transform together, despite the non-linearities

included in the design.
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Bent arm on the side of the body

Bent arm in front of the body, resulting in self-occlusion

Figure 6.1: The three morphing architectures, from left to right:

original article, HYPERMLP-500, HYPERCNN-500, ENCDEC-100,

target..

6.1.1 Number of hidden neurons for HYPER* modules

To better understand the behavior of the morphing module, we carry

out a separate set of experiments, training the morphing network in

isolation on the Lmorph only, limiting the number of samples to the

dataset used to train the segmentation networks. Figure 6.2 shows

the effect of progressively increasing the number of hidden neurons in

the MLP that approximates the transformation function.

Figure 6.2: Increasing the complexity of HYPERMLP, left to right:

original image, affine transformation, HYPERMLP-60, HYPERMLP-

250, HYPERMLP-900, target image.

Compared to a learned affine transformation, the HYPERMLP-60
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model produces a better alignment, in terms of keypoints and shape.

Increasing the complexity of the HYPERMLP model to 250 hidden neu-

rons, i.e. including more non-linearities in the mapping function, al-

lows the network to warp the image with more precision. However,

raising the complexity of HYPERMLP to the extreme, 900 neurons in

the hidden layer in our case, does not produce a visible effect. A simi-

lar behavior can be observed when an HYPERCNN is used to produce

the weights of the mapping MLP.

Of course, the small size of the dataset has a negative influence

on the larger models, not providing enough samples to learn from.

However, this behavior is consistent with what can be observed when

training the full architecture on the large dataset, suggesting that ap-

proximating the mapping function with an MLP is not sufficient.

6.1.2 Limitations of the ENCDEC architecture

From the second row of figure 6.1 we observe that even the ENCDEC

architecture has troubles resolving a pose transformation that includes

self-occlusions. In such situations, the sampling grid needs to include

heavy discontinuities that a CNN-based architecture finds hard to pro-

duce, e.g. the arm pixels need to be sampled far from the pixels of

the torso even if they are close in the target image. Furthermore, the

smoothing regularizer Lsmooth, introduced to force locally affine trans-

formations, now has a negative impact on the network ability to ac-

count for self-occlusions.

As suggested in section 4.2.1, a part-wise approach similar to [1]

could represent a better solution for the alignment problem in the con-

text of fashion articles. The garments could be divided in a number of

semi-rigid sub-parts using domain-specific knowledge, which the net-

work can then learn to segment and (possibly) transform in a weakly

unsupervised way.

6.2 Clothes swapping

6.2.1 Qualitative results

After training and testing on human-article pairs from the existing

dataset, we test our architecture on the actual swapping task, i.e. us-

ing a combination of an article image and a human model that does not
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Figure 6.3: Successful clothes swapping, left to right: original article,

morphed article, generated image, original model.

wear the target article.

6.2.2 Failure cases

Here we present some of the failure modes of the clothes swapping

network, including our interpretation of the problem and possible so-

lutions.
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Imprecise segmentation masks

The network relies heavily on the segmentation mask of the worn ar-

ticle Ih to identify the areas of the image to paint. If the segmentation

masks are not precise, the network is easily confused and the gener-

ated image will contain features from the original article (figure 6.4).

In particular, if the segmentation mask does not entirely cover the

worn article, features from it will "leak" into the generated image, as

this was beneficial for the reconstruction task the network was trained

on. If the mask is instead too large, the network manages to partially

delineate the contours of a standard human body, filling the excess

with background color.

Features from the neck and waist of the original garment leak into the gener-

ated image due to a too small segmentation mask

The area covered by a too large segmentation mask is painted with the net-

work’s best guess for the arm of the person

Figure 6.4: Failure cases related to imprecise segmentation: original

article, morphed article, masked model, generated image, original

model.

Also, note how the rolled up sleeves in the catalog image of the

blue sweater are considered as short sleeves when painted over the

body of the human model. This suggests a more rigorous procedure

for the acquisition of the images, to avoid non-standard poses for the

catalog images.
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Accessories and photorealism

Observing the results of the inpainting task, we note that the network

has issues reproducing accessories or open clothes. Of course, we can

not expect this type of information to be reconstructed, as it is not

present in the inputs provided to the network. Yet an inpainting loss

based on L1 and VGG will highly penalize these results, even though

the reconstruction quality is acceptable.

Figure 6.5: Reconstruction issues with accessories and open garments,

for each pair the generated image and the ground truth are shown.

A quick fix for this issue would be to carefully pick training images

that are free from such ambiguities. However, it is important to focus

on the actual issue that these examples bring up: "how to evaluate the

quality of generated images?"

To the human eye, in fact, it is clear that the model is correctly wear-

ing the article of interest in the generated images, but not to the metrics

used to evaluate the network.

A future direction for this research is to incorporate adversarial

methods in the training process, employing a learned discriminator

in place of hand-crafted losses. In such training setting the generator

would not be penalized for generating a closed jacket instead of an
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open one, as long as the essential features from the jacket are depicted

in the generated image.

Colors

For both the training and testing dataset, the generated colors lack the

brightness and saturation of the real pictures. Figure 6.6 shows some

examples of this phenomenon.

Figure 6.6: Dull and unsaturated colors in generated images from the

test set.

Gradient saturation in the activation function could be the cause for

this, preventing the network from learning values close to the edges

of the output range, where instead the color histograms of the image

contain many pixels (figure 6.7).

A possible solution would be to normalize the images to a stan-

dard brightness and color distribution before feeding them into the

network, so that the target colors would remain in a non-saturated re-

gion during training. At evaluation time the process can simply be

reversed on the generated image to restore the full-color range.
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Logarithmic RGB histograms of a

real image. Non-saturated region of a sigmoid.

Figure 6.7: Sigmoid saturation as a possible cause for dim colors: gra-

dient saturation at the upper and lower limits of the output range

might prevent the network from generating the full range of colors

present in the histogram.

6.2.3 Comparison with other methods

Fréchet Inception Distance

The evaluation of generative methods is generally tricky, due to the

absence of ground truth data to compare against. Other than report-

ing a few visual examples of clothes swapping, we evaluate the perfor-

mances of a fully trained network using the Fréchet Inception Distance

[16].

FID is generally used to measure the similarity between two datasets

of images by computing the distance between their representation in

the feature space of an Inception model [54]: the lower the value the

more visually similar the datasets are. This metric has been shown to

correlate well with human perception and hence provide a good met-

ric for visual quality.

In our case, FID is used as a similarity measure between the set of

42,000 real photoshoot pictures and a set of 17,408 generated images.

Due to memory constraints, we sample the larger dataset to match the

size of the smaller one, and compute the score on progressively larger

chunks of images, the results are reported in table 6.1.
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Images FID

2,000 45.34

4,000 42.53

8,000 36.81

16,000 35.02

17,408 35.01

Table 6.1: FID scores over progressively larger chunks of the two

datasets (the lower the better).

CAGAN

The images produced with our method result sharper and richer in

details than the ones generated with CAGAN (figure 6.8). The reasons

are twofold: first, our morphing operation allows the clothes swap-

ping network to fully leverage the skip connections; second, our su-

pervised training provides a stronger learning signal to the network

compared to adversarial training.

Figure 6.8: Qualitative comparison between CAGAN (top) and our

method (bottom).
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VITON

In comparison with VITON, the sharpness and detail of the generated

articles are similar, but our method is able to preserve more details of

the original human, as they are not stripped away to create a clothing-

agnostic representation of the person. However, VITON achieves bet-

ter realism for parts of the body that need to be generated from scratch

as they are not visible in the original image (figure 6.9).

Figure 6.9: Qualitative comparison between VITON (top) and our

method (bottom) .

6.3 Unaddressed issues and future work

Speed

In terms of speed, our system runs acceptably fast on a single GPU

machine, producing ∼8 images per second, not including the time re-

quired for preprocessing the images with keypoint detection and arti-

cle segmentation.

Yet, these metrics are far from the vision of real-time clothes swap-

ping on consumer devices. More work is surely needed to reduce the
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computational cost, the efficiency of CPU operations and the memory

footprint of the models.

Real 3D fitting

An important requirement for virtual try-on applications is the possi-

bility to evaluate the real fit of an article on the body of the person. For

example, it’s understandable that end users want to know whether the

dress they are buying will fit tightly or loosely.

To achieve this level of visual accuracy, a more precise model of the

garments and the models is needed. A future direction for this area of

research is the work on 3D shape estimation of human bodies [8] and

garments [7], as well as gathering more information on the articles

such as sizes and material elasticity.

High-resolution

It is common practice in the fashion industry to publish visual content

in high resolution, to appeal the customers with every pixel of the im-

age. Our method is able to generate images at a 256×192 resolution

and we expect it to easily scale to at least twice the number of pixels at

the cost of larger networks and longer training times.

However, we do not expect this brute force approach to scale well

to indefinitely high resolutions. In response to the scale problem, the

research community has produced exciting pieces of works on super-

resolution generative methods [34, 28]. The novel architectures and

training methods considered in these studies represent without any

doubt an interesting step in the direction of high-resolution content

creation.

6.4 Sustainability and social impact

The business paradigm of brick-and-mortar stores, showcasing a wide

selection of articles in the hope that customers would physically walk

in and find what they like, is highly ineffective under many points

of view. The raise of large players in the fashion industry controlling

multiples steps of the pipeline, from design to post-sale relationships,

enables a much higher level of optimization. For example, customers

can be targeted with tailored ads and have their purchases shipped
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at their doorstep, avoiding generic billboards and skipping physical

stores altogether.

However, compared to physical stores, the e-commerce industry

faces remarkably high return rates on the items that are purchased.

The fashion industry, in particular, is heavily affected by this issue,

as customers can return goods for disparate reasons, such as size and

color mismatch, dissatisfaction with the look etc.

The business impact of high return rates can be easily envisioned,

as it increases all the costs related to a purchase, such as shipping,

billing and warehouse management. From a broader perspective, high

return rates represent a heavy load on the environment too. Not only

the returned goods go through a double journey to the customer and

back, but also require special care before they can be put back on the

market, with an obvious effect on pollution and energy consumption.

Further development along this line of research could culminate in

a production-grade system for virtual try-on, allowing customers to

evaluate the real fit of an article before the purchase. Our hope is that

an improved digital experience would lead to lower return rates and

minimize their impact on business and environment.

As stated above, e-commerce platforms have the potential to re-

duce some monetary and environmental costs related to a purchase.

The overall benefit of this, however, is only achievable if the total num-

ber of purchases remains globally constant.

By lowering the barrier between producers and consumers, online

shopping promotes consumerism behaviors and impulsive purchases.

We are in fact more likely to buy a new t-shirt if all it takes is some

quick online browsing from the comfort of our home, compared to

planning a trip to the store, possibly driving there, waiting in line at

the counter and finally purchasing a single item we might not even

need.

If retail companies want to maximize their revenues by increasing

their sales, as is, of course, understandable, they need to consider ev-

ery aspect that their business touches. It is not acceptable for fash-

ion companies to focus on sales volumes and neglect to research sus-

tainable manufacturing techniques, support the welfare of producing

countries, and promote post-market recycling policies.

Another important aspect to consider when dealing with this kind
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of research is the effect of automation on people’s lives and in particu-

lar their jobs. Photographers and models are professional individuals

that have dedicated their career to the fashion industry. A fully auto-

mated pipeline for content creation would easily reduce the demand

for this kind of expertise, risking to put many people out of work.

Foreseeing that digital automation is an unavoidable step in the

evolution of society, we should focus on finding new ways of integrat-

ing technology and professional skills, with the goal of augmenting

their jobs rather than automating them away.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

This project investigates two research questions in the context of con-

ditional image generation, namely the use of morphing operations to

address the information misalignment problem, and the design of a

network architecture for clothes swapping.

First, non-linear differentiable morphing modules are introduced

to model learnable free-form transformations. Several architectures

are proposed for the implementation of such modules and put to test

on the deformation of fashion garments. As expected, these transfor-

mations yield better performances compared to simple affine transfor-

mations, due to the non-rigid nature of the considered objects.

Second, thanks to these insights collected on conditional image

generation, we propose an end-to-end solution for clothes swapping

that produces high-quality results and precise detail reconstruction.

In our design, we are able to train and exploit the generative power

of very deep convolutional networks with several millions of param-

eters thanks to a careful choice of connectivity patterns, both within

neighboring layers (dense blocks) and across the network (skip con-

nections).

Finally, the analysis of the results obtained during the research project,

and in particular the analysis of its weaknesses, opens the path to-

wards further research in the field.
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More results of our clothes-swapping network, along each column the

same human model (top) tries different articles on (left).
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More results of our clothes-swapping network, along each column the

same human model (top) tries different articles on (left).
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More results of our clothes-swapping network, along each column the

same human model (top) tries different articles on (left). Images on the

diagonal correspond to the original human-article pair.
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Some failure cases of our clothes-swapping network: note how the

shape of the originally worn garment dominates the shape of the

swapped article in the generated images.
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